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Wheaton, John R . , October,  1987 Environmental Studies
Hydrology and Probable Hydrologie Impacts 
Related to Coal S t r ip  Mining at Big Sky Mine,
Col s t r i p ,  Montana (293 PP-)
D i rec to r :  Wil l iam W. Woessner 1/JIaJIa/
Peabody Coal Company opened the Big Sky Mine (BSM) near Col s t r i p , 
Montana in 1959 and expects to complete mining in Area A in 1989. 
Studies to monitor mining re lated hydrologie impacts at BSM began 
in 1970 and have focused on the two ephemeral streams tha t  drain 
the area, numerous ponds and the s ix  local aqui fers .  These studies 
have been carr ied out under numerous d i rec to rs  and have addressed a 
v a r ie ty  of  academic questions as well as changing regulatory requ i re ­
ments. The purpose o f  th is  study is  to evaluate the h is to r ic a l  hy­
dro log ie  data and the ant ic ipated mining re lated impacts; to provide 
a current  descr ip t ion  o f  the hydrologie systems at BSM and create an 
updated l i s t  o f  predicted hydrologie impacts.
The current  study included the co l lec t ion  o f  water levels and 
ground and surface water q u a l i t y  samples during the water year 1985.
resu l ts  o f  t h is  study have shown tha t  the waters at BSM are 
magnesium su l fa te  type. Water samples from ponds have to ta l  d is ­
solved so l ids  (TDS) concentrations that  are between 1,700 mg/L and 
4,590 mg/L. The aqu i fe r  wide mean TDS values range from 2,430 mg/L 
to 5,320 mg/L. Drawdown in the aquifers due to mining was seen as 
fa r  away from the mine p i t  as 9,000 feet  in the upgradient d i rec t io n  
and 5,000 fee t  downgradient.
The fo l low ing  p red ic t ions  o f  mining re lated impacts are based on 
the resu l ts  o f  th is  study. About two years w i l l  be required fo r  the 
spo i ls  to resaturate. The spoils  water w i l l  r e f le c t  the water qual­
i t y  o f  the Rosebud Coal aqu i fe r  and w i l l  have increased leve ls  of 
TDS, sodium adsorption r a t io  and certa in ions. Ponds tha t  receive 
ground water from the spo i ls  w i l l  r e f le c t  changes in the spoils  
water q u a l i t y .  The u s a b i l i t y  of  the water (as defined by TDS concen­
t r a t io n s )  near BSM w i l l  not be s ig n i f i c a n t l y  a l te red by mining a c t i v ­
i t i e s .
Each add i t iona l  research p ro jec t  at BSM has increased the overal l  
understanding o f  the hydrologie system. Therefore, the predic t ions 
of  mining re lated impacts tha t  are presented in th is  study represent 
an understanding based on 15 years of co l lected data. This study 
provides the background f o r  fu ture  post-mining studies at BSM.
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION
Background
An estimated 40 b illio n  tons of strippable coal reserves l ie  in 
Southeastern Montana. This coal is contained in the Tertiary Fort Union 
Formation and the Wasatch Formation. The coal in these formations in 
Wyoming, Southeastern Montana and Western North Dakota accounts for 35 
percent of the nation's coal reserves. This coal ranges from 
subbituminous B to lig n ite  A. I t  is low in sulfur content, produces low 
to moderate ash and has a moisture content of 20-30 percent. The peak 
coal production in Montana was 1981 when 33,3 m illion tons were mined. 
During 1985, 33,1 m illion tons were mined. As the nation has become 
more concerned about a ir  q ua lity , the demand for Western low-sulfur coal 
has increased. Recently, however, low o il prices and competition from 
other energy sources have ccwnbined with the economics of coal production 
to cause a sharp decline in the coal market.
The Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 (PL 
95-87) and the Montana Strip  Mining and Reclamation Laws (MT 
8 2 -4 -2 32 -l-3 k ii) require the identifica tion  and clear understanding of 
hydrologie systems that may be impacted by coal s trip  mining operations. 
This identifica tion  fa c ilita te s  the mitigation of anticipated impacts. 
An improved understanding of the hydrologie system means more beneficial 
reclamation effo rts  as well as better pre-mining assessments of 
environmental impacts.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Peabody Coal Company (PCC) o rig in a lly  opened the Big Sky Mine 
(BSM) (Figure 1) near Colstrip , Montana in 1969. During 1985, BSM 
mined 3.3 m illion tons of coal. The f i r s t  hydrology study at Big Sky 
Mine was in itia te d  during March, 1970, by the Montana Agricultural 
Experiment Station (MAES) at Bozeman, Montana. Since that time, 
various studies have taken place and a considerable amount of data has 
been collected.
Peabody Coal is nearing the end of mining in Area A at Big Sky 
Mine. Possibly by as early as 1989 mining w ill have moved to Area B 
(south of Area A) and Area A w ill have been reclaimed. Postmining 
research and data gathering w ill begin in Area A at this time.
Coal mining is  a slow process. A mine can easily be active in one 
area fo r 20 years or more. The impacts associated with mining last for 
the l i f e  of the mine plus an undetermined length of time a fter mining. 
Also, many active mines, including Big Sky Mine, began before the legal 
requirements existed for pre-mining baseline studies. Thus, the 
undisturbed hydrology of a mine area is determined more from 
extrapolation than from measurement. No hydrologie study in 
southeastern Montana has continued from before mining began until a fter 
the system has recovered from the effects of mining. For these reasons, 
the changes that occur in a hydrologie system due to mining (both 
quantity and timing of change) cannot be known exactly. Only by 
continually reassessing our predictions can we improve our predictive 
s k ills .
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Goals and Objectives
The goals of this study are to: 1) prepare for the conclusion of
hydrologie studies concerning current mining and pre-mining conditions; 
2) set the stage fo r the eventual postmining studies; 3) identify the
actual impacts that have occurred at Big Sky Mine; and 4) improve our
predictive capabilities relating to mining impacts. Hopefully these 
study results w ill be used to assess and mitigate impacts of the 
expansion of Big Sky Mine to Area B.
To meet these goals, the specific objectives of this study were as
follows:
1. To compile a b rie f review of a ll past and ongoing research at 
BSM. The purpose of th is objective was to bring these studies into an 
organized, annotated l is t .  This l i s t  would make i t  easier to determine 
what studies had taken place and i t  would simplify future references to 
these studies.
2. To state the predicted mining-related impacts. These 
predictions could then be compared to the current hydrologie status of 
Big Sky Mine to determine strengths and weaknesses in the predictive 
methodologies.
3. To generate a two-dimensional fin ite -d iffe rence  flow model of 
the Rosebud Coal aquifer. This model would be used by PCC personnel to 
study the hydrologie system a fte r mining.
4. To predict the affects of coal s trip  mining on the hydrologie 
system near Area A.
The data used in the preparation of this report came from a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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variety of sources, including Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology, U.S. Geological Survey, Western 
Energy Company, and Peabody Coal Company.
Certain sections of th is report are taken d irectly  out of 
previously published Big Sky Mine reports. Since they were orig inally  
written by this author, the original reports have" not been referenced 
in the body of th is thesis. This concerns parts of the following 
sections of th is report: geographical setting, geological setting,
surface water, and ground water. The original publications are: 
Peabody Coal Company, 1985b, 1986a, and 1986b.
Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into eight chapters. Chapter I introduces 
the reader to the problem. Chapter I I  is a general description of the 
study area. This chapter includes discussions concerning the climate, 
geography, and geology of the area as well as a h istorical description 
of the ground water and surface water systems. Chapter I I I  discusses 
the mining-related impacts at BSM which were predicted by previous 
authors. In Chapter IV , my research methods are presented. This 
includes the fie ld  techniques as well as my approach to reducing and 
interpreting the data and identifying impacts. The data are presented 
in Chapter V, the results section. F ina lly , in Chapter V I, the data 
are discussed and compared to the predictions of other authors. 
Weaknesses in prediction techniques, as well as my predictions, are 
also presented. Chapter V II is a conclusion and is followed by the 
appendices, which contain the raw data. The f i r s t  appendix {Appendix 1)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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is an annotated bibliography of the previous research at BSM. The 
plates are in the map pocket a t the end of the report.
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Chapter I I  
STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION
Introduction
This chapter describes the study area at BSM. A b rie f overview is 
given on each of the main factors that have an effect on the hydrology 
of the area. These factors include the local climate, regional 
geography, stratigraphie and structural geology as well as background 
information about the surface and ground water systems based on 
previous research. This chapter ends with a description of a typical 
coal s trip  mine operation.
Climate
This section contains data from Slagle and others, 1983; U.S. 
Department of Commerce, 1978, 1984, and 1985; and F je ll ,  1986.
Typical of continental locations. Southeastern Montana has 
temperature ranges from very cold in the winters to quite warm in the 
summers. The region is considered semiarid with an average annual 
ra in fa ll in the Colstrip area of about 15 inches. Most of the moisture 
is received during the spring, especially May and June. The driest 
season is winter.
The average annual temperature at Colstrip is 46.2° F. January is 
the coldest month with an average temperature of 20.0° F. The warmest 
month is July, with an average temperature of 71.8° F.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Monthly precipitation and temperature data are presented for 
Colstrip and Big Sky Mine in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The 
Colstrip weather station recorded "insuffic ien t data" for August, 1985. 
For th is reason, the Colstrip annual average temperature and total 
precipitation values are for 11 months rather than 12, and are 
d if f ic u lt  to compare to the normals. To more closely approximate the 
true values, the Big Sky Mine data for August, 1985 were included in 
the Colstrip annual average temperature and total precipitation values 
presented in Figures 2 and 3.
Regional Geography
Peabody Coal Company's Big Sky Mine lies  within the Northern 
Powder River Basin which is a part of the Missouri Plateau of the 
Northern Great Plains physiographic province (Figure 1). The 
topography consists of moderately rough ridges with gently sloping 
hills ides and wide valleys. The higher north facing slopes in the area 
generally support stands of Ponderosa Pine and Rocky Mountain Juniper. 
The south facing slopes are more sparsely vegetated with Ponderosa 
Pine, Rocky Mountain Juniper, and Skunkbush Sumac. The broad, gently 
sloping valley floors are typ ica lly  covered by sagebrush and grasses. 
The coulee bottoms and tributary channels contain small groves of 
chokecherry, snowberry, various other shrubs, and some deciduous trees.
The location of the study area is shown on the map (Figure 1). 
The study area is bounded on the north by Western Energy Company's Area 
B and P it 6; on the east by Montana Highway 39; on the south by the Lee 
Coulee drainage; and on the west by Big Sky Mine Area B.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
TABLE 1
Monthly Precipitation Totals for Colstrip, 
Montana and the Big Sky Mine, Peabody Coal Company, 
Rosebud County, Montana^
October 1984 to September 1985
Colstripz Big Sky Mine^
Month Normals 1985 1985
October 1984 1.29 0.39 0.56
November 1984 0.66 0.59 0.45
December 1984 0.64 0.69 0.55
January 1985 0.63 0.16 0.15
February 1985 0.62 0.18 0.15
March 1985 0.67 1.51 0.98
April 1985 1.86 0.37 1.01
May 1985 2.65 0.69 0.85
June 1985 2.73 2.56 1.98
July 1985 1.14 1.80 1.46
August 1985 1.39 Insuffic ient Data 1.26
September 1985 1.24 1.83 1.49
Annual Average 15.52 12.03* 10.89
All values are in Inches of precipitation.
^Data taken from the U.S. Weather Service Climatological Station Records 
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1984 and 1985).
^Data taken from U.S. Weather Service Standard Non-Recording rain and 
snow gauge. Area A.
^August precipitation value is from the BSM Area A weather station.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 2
Monthly Average Temperature for Colstrip, 
Montana and the Big Sky Mine, Peabody Coal Company, 
Rosebud County, Montana^
October 1984 to September 1985 
Colstripz Big Sky Mine^
Month Normals 1985 1985
October 1984 48.8 44.4 42.8
November 1984 33.9 34.9 35.6
December 1984 26.0 16.1 15.1
January 1985 20.0 18.1 19.2
February 1985 27.5 20.7 21.0
March 1985 33.6 33.4 32.9
April 1985 44.6 49.7 51.6
May 1985 55.2 60.1 60.8
June 1985 64.2 62.3 61.9
July 1985 71.8 73.3 76.1
August 1985 69.8 Insuffic ien t Data 67.1
September 1985 59.3 52.3 52.5
Annual Average 46.2 44.4* 44.7
^All values are in degrees F.
^Data taken from the U.S. Weather Service Climatological Station Records 
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1984 and 1985).
Data taken from the Climatronics Electronic Weather Station, Area A. 
^August average temperature is from the BSM Area A weather station.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Local Topography
Area A lies  in the M ille r  Coulee/Coal bank Coulee drainage basin. 
These streams and th e ir tribu taries  are ephemeral streams that drain a 
13.5 square mile area. The streambeds range from broad and grassy to 
deeply incised and steep-walled channels. The maximum topographic 
re l ie f  within the entire basin is 673 fee t. The highest point in the 
basin is 3,653 fe e t, in the northwestern part of the drainage. The 
lowest point is 2,980 feet at the confluence of M ille r Coulee and 
Rosebud Creek. Within the actual study area, the elevation ranges from 
3,640 feet to 3,080 fe e t, amounting to a total re l ie f  of 560 feet.
M ille r  Coulee and its  tribu taries  form a dendritic drainage 
pattern. Coalbank Coulee flows southeast and joins M ille r Coulee at the 
eastern edge of the study area. M ille r Coulee continues to flow 
southeast until i t  joins Rosebud Creek, approximately two miles below 
the study area. Rosebud Creek flows northeasterly to its  confluence 
with the Yellowstone River near the town of Rosebud, Montana. The 
course of the Yellowstone River runs generally to the northeast until i t  
flows into the Missouri River near the Montana-North Dakota border.
C linker, locally  referred to as red shale or scoria, forms 
d is tin c tiv e , red ridge caps on the high h ills  and basin divides in this 
region. Clinker covers a considerable portion of the surface area at 
Big Sky Mine, as is apparent from the geology map (Plate 1).
Other d is tinctive  features in the study area include bluffs and 
pinnacles formed by erosion resistant sandstone units. The height of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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these bluffs exceeds 100 feet in some places, and are most prominent 
along south-facing h ills id es . Valleys and ro llin g  h ills  are formed in 
the more erodible shale and siltstone units.
Stratigraphy
The Col s trip  Coal Field lies  within the northwest portion of the 
Powder River Basin, a broad, shallow. Tertiary syncline (Dobbin, 1929). 
The Tongue River Member of the Fort Union Formation represents the only 
consolidated rocks that are exposed in the Col s trip  area. The other 
rock types in the area are clinker and alluvium (Plate 1, Geology Map). 
A generalized stratigraphie column is presented in Figure 4.
The Fort Union Formation represents Paleocene basin f i l l  material 
that was deposited during and a fte r the Laramide u p lift  of the Big Horn 
Mountains in Wyoming and the Black H ills  in South Dakota (Smith, 1980). 
The Fort Union Formation was named by Meek and Hayden (1861, p. 433; 
Matson and Blumer, 1973, p. 7) for old Fort Union at the junction of 
the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers. The Fort Union Formation, about 
2,500 feet in to ta l thickness, was eventually subdivided into three 
members: from upper to lower, the Tongue River, the Lebo Shale and the
Tullock Members, respectively. The rock strata in the Col strip  area 
have a general dip of about 1° toward the southeast. Due to this dip, 
older rocks are exposed to the north and progressively younger rocks 
are exposed to the south. Near the Wyoming border, the Eocene Wasatch 
Formation is exposed. The Paleocene Tongue River Member is the 
predominant exposed stra ta , extending from the Tongue River Reservoir 
near the Wyoming border to a few miles north of Colstrip. To the north
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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near the Yellowstone River, the Lebo Shale and Tullock Members of the 
Fort Union Formation are exposed.
The Tongue River Member was named by Taff (1909, p. 129; Matson and 
Blumer, 1973, p. 8) fo r rocks that were exposed along the Tongue River 
near Sheridan, Wyoming. Regionally, the Tongue River Member is up to 
1,700 feet th ick, consisting of interbedded sandstones, siltstones, 
shales, and numerous coal seams. These rocks were stream layed deposits 
(Matson and Blumer, 1973). The depositional environment was apparently 
very stable in order to develop the even thicknesses of the coal seams 
found in the area (Oollhopf, e t . a l . ,  1979). The thick, massive, 
fr ia b le  sandstone units were produced as point bars by aggrading, 
high-sinuosity, low gradient meandering streams. Crevasse splays, 
levees and overbank flood deposits produced sandy shale along with 
interbedded sandstone, shale, and siltstone.
The coals were deposited in backswamps. Obernyer (1978) estimated 
coal formation in the Lake De Smet coal bed of Wyoming at approximately 
one foot per 1,000 years. This was based on 0.5 feet of peat 
accumulation per 100 years and a compaction ra tio  of five feet of peat 
to one foot of coal. This estimate should also be valid  in the Colstrip 
Coal F ield . I t  is interesting to note that flu v ia l coal deposits seem 
to have a lower sulfur content than deltaic coal deposits (Scholle and 
Spearing, 1982, p. 134).
Dobbin (1929) described eight coal beds in the lower 725 feet of 
the Tongue River Member. These coal beds range in thickness from three
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to 30 fee t. In the Colstrip area, the Rosebud and the McKay seams are 
the coal beds that are economically recoverable.
Those rocks that w ill be removed during the mining process of 
exposing the Rosebud Coal, are referred to collectively as the 
overburden. At the Big Sky Mine, the overburden consists of interbedded 
sandstones and shales, massive fr ia b le  sandstones and minor sandy 
cl aystone.
The interburden is the group of rocks that separates the Rosebud 
and McKay coal seams. The interburden consists of gray shale and fine  
grained sandstone in highly variable and discontinuous layers.
The rocks d irectly  beneath the McKay coal are referred to as the 
SubMcKay. These strata are sim ilar to the overburden and consist of 
interbedded clay and fine grained sandstone. In some parts of Area A, 
there is a 35 to 40 foot th ick, fine grained gray sandstone which is 
saturated. This aquifer is referred to locally  as the SubMcKay 
sandstone.
Alluvium can be found along Rosebud Creek and its  tribu taries , 
including M ille r and Coalbank Coulees. The alluvium consists of gravel, 
sand and s ilty  clay. I t  reaches thicknesses of 10 feet in the lower 
portions of Coalbank Coulee. The gravels and sands represent the wetter 
and cooler Pleistocene Epoch and are covered by recent finer sands and 
clay (Oollhopf, e t .a l . ,  1979).
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The other rock type in the Big Sky Mine area is clinker. Clinker 
is formed when coal seams burn. The heat from the burning coal bakes 
and fuses the overlying sandstone and shale. Iron minerals in the rocks 
are oxidized and form hematite. Eventually, the rocks collapse into the 
void le f t  from the burning coal. The result is the d is tinctive , highly 
fractured, red clinker beds. Clinker has been dated as old as 2.8 (± 
0.6) m illion years on L it t le  Wolf Mountain (approximately 10 miles 
southwest of the Big Sky Mine) and is s t i l l  being formed at the present 
time in some regions (Heffern, e t . a l . ,  1983). Since clinker is highly 
resistant to erosion, i t  forms ridge caps on h ills  and high divides 
throughout the region. In the Big Sky Mine area, the drainage basin 
divides are capped by c linker, a result of the Sawyer coal seam burns.
Structural Geology
The Powder River Basin is a broad, shallow, southeast trending 
syncline separated from the W illiston Basin to the north-northeast by 
the Miles City Arch. The Powder River Basin is bounded on the other 
sides by the Black H ills , the Big Horn Mountains, and the Porcupine 
U p lift  (Figure 3 ). Local, minor folds cover much of the basin.
The M ille r Coulee watershed lies  in a very shallow, eastward 
dipping syncline (Van Voast, e t .a l . ,  1977). This basin is bounded on 
the south by the Lee Coulee an tic line , which was orig inally  mapped by 
Dobbin (1929). Based on the structural contours of the Rosebud Coal, 
the strata in the area generally dip less than 50 feet per mile.
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Several faults have been suggested in the M ille r and Coalbank 
Coulee drainage basins by various authors, including Van Voast, e t .a l . ,  
1977), Matson and Blumer (1973), and Dobbin (1929). The importance of 
fau lting  in the Big Sky Mine area is played down by Davis (1984). He 
states that "Several faults or fracture zones have been postulated in 
the study area. However, the displacement, i f  any, along these zones 
probably is small". The slight structural irreg u larities  foiind in the 
f ie ld  are probably due to d iffe re n tia l compaction of the sediments 
rather than tectonic a c tiv ity  (Peabody, 1977).
One author. Smith (1980), noted that the major streams of the 
Powder River Basin, including Rosebud Creek, flow toward the northeast. 
The secondary streams, such as M ille r Coulee, flow toward the southeast 
or northwest. Smith postulates that th is corresponds to the two 
prominent regional jo in t sets. These two nearly vertical jo in t sets 
strike at N.37°E. and N.45°W. (Smith, 1980, p .13).
Surface Water
Appendix 1 is a review of the pertinent hydrology research that 
has occurred at BSM. This appendix is included in an e ffo rt to provide 
a better appreciation of the current understanding of the hydrology in 
the v ic in ity  of BSM.
Much of the material contained in this section on surface water and 
the following section on ground water was taken from the reports that 
are reviewed in Appendix 1.
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Table 3 is an annotated l is t  of a ll hydrology research that has 
occurred at Big Sky Mine.
The principal use of surface water in the area is for livestock 
watering. This is provided by small reservoirs and springs. Small 
reservoirs (or stock ponds) are created by building earthen dams across 
ephemeral and interm ittent stream channels. These reservoirs f i l l  
during periods of heavy ra in fa ll or snowmelt and slowly dry up due to 
evaporation and seepage. There is an average density in the Colstrip 
area of about one reservoir per five  square miles (Van Voast, e t .a l . ,
1977).
Springs in the Colstrip area are fa ir ly  re liab le  except during
severe droughts. The springs generally issue from a combination of 
su rfic ia l material at the s ite  and an adjacent aquifer. There is an 
average density in the Colstrip area of about one spring per four 
square miles (Van Voast, e t .a l . ,  1977).
In the southwest corner of the Big Sky Mine spoils is Pond A. This 
pond has previously been referred to as the DNR Pond (Department of 
Natural Resources and Conservation). In older reports and maps, the 
main stream in the north half of Area A was referred to as Emilee
Coulee. The more common name, Coalbank Coulee, is used in this report.
Within the Big Sky Mine area, the surface waters are categorized
as usually being Ca-SO  ̂ type water with a SAR that is less than one.
The specific conductivity is typ ica lly  between 230 and 2,100 umhos/cm.
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TABLE 3
Previous Hydrologie Research Publications 
Relating to Big Sky Mine
Hodder, 1970. Preliminary investigation. Began monitoring streamflow 
during March, 1970 and began monitoring ground water during May, 
1970.
Peabody Coal Company, 1973. Mining permit application.
Ecological Consulting Services, 1974. Hydrologie analysis of BSM.
Aldorf, 1975. Surface water study of Pond A and M ille r Coulee.
Oollhopf and Meyn, 1975. Hydrology of Coalbank Coulee.
Oollhopf, 1975. Progress report of studies concerning Pond A, Coalbank 
Coulee and soil water.
Oollhopf, e t a l . ,  1976. Study of soil water characteristics.
McWhorter, et a l . ,  1977. Study of surface water runoff and subsurface 
drainage.
Arnold and Oollhopf, 1977. Soil water study.
Oollhopf, e t a l . ,  1977. Progress report of studies concerning Pond A, 
Coalbank Coulee, a subirrigated a lfa lfa  fie ld  and general water 
quality in the area.
Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977. Review of BSM hydrology.
Van Voast, et a l . ,  1978a. Review of BSM hydrology.
Oollhopf, et a l . ,  1979. Interim report on studies concerning a
subirrigated a lfa lfa  f ie ld  and the Coalbank Coulee watershed.
U.S.6 . S ., 1979. Mining-related impacts, due to a mine expansion plan.
Goering and Oollhopf, 1980. Interim study results concerning Pond A.
Oollhopf, e t a l . ,  1981. Interim report on studies concerning a
subirrigated a lfa lfa  fie ld  and the Coalbank Coulee watershed.
Goering and Oollhopf, 1982. Interim study results concerning Pond A.
Oollhopf, et a l . ,  1982. Final report on studies concerning a
subirrigated a lfa lfa  fie ld  and the Coalbank Coulee watershed.
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TABLE 3
(C ontinued)
Peabody Coal Company, 1982a. 1980-1982 hydrology report, BSM.
 , 1982b. 1982 semi-annual hydrology report, BSM.
 , 1983a. 1982 annual hydrology report, BSM.
 , 1983b. 1983 semi-annual hydrology report, BSM.
Western Water Consultants, 1983. Aquifer test results of the spoils 
production w ell, SPW-2.
Slagle, et a l . ,  1983. General regional hydrology report.
Peabody Coal Company, 1983c. 1983 annual hydrology report, BSM.
Davis, 1984. Computer model of West Decker Mine and hydrogeology of 
BSM.
Peabody Coal Company, 1984. 1984 semi-annual hydrology report, BSM.
 , 1985a. 1984 annual hydrology report, BSM.
 , 1985b. 1985 semi-annual hydrology report, BSM.
 , 1985c. Permit application for Snider amendment.
 , 1986a. 1985 annual hydrology report, BSM.
 , 1986b. Permit application for BSM, Area B.
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and the surface waters are generally less mineralized than the ground 
water (Oollhopf et a l . ,  1977).
The water level in Pond A is stable and is in equilibrium with the 
potentiometric surface of the Rosebud Coal (Goering and Oollhopf, 
1982). Along with ground water discharge. Pond A also receives surface 
water runoff from about 200 acres. In the v ic in ity  of Pond A are 
several smaller ponds that are to ta lly  dependent on surface water 
runoff. The water levels in these ponds show large fluctuations that 
are related to weather and seasonal changes.
The streams within the study area are ephemeral streams. When a 
large enough storm occurs to produce a runoff event, the water flows out 
of the study area via M ille r Coulee and into Rosebud Creek. Rosebud 
Creek is a perennial stream which flows northeast to the Yellowstone 
River.
Surface water runoff from above the mine lease area was estimated 
by the U.S.G.S. (1978, 1979). M ille r Coulee is expected to produce 
about 45.3 acre-feet of water per year from 2,090 acres of land. 
Coalbank Coulee is the main tributary to M ille r Coulee and drains the 
northern half of the lease area. Coalbank Coulee was estimated to carry 
39.7 acre-feet of water per year from 1,830 acres of land above the 
mine.
Estimations of peak flows in M ille r Coulee due to 100-year and 
2 -year storm events were published by Aldorf (1975, p. 2 -3 ). These
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flows were calculated using what he refers to as the "rational method".
Probable Storm Precipitation Peak Flow
Recurrence Pate (inches per hour) cfs
100 year, 1 hour 1.5 470 - 1,850
2  year, 1  hour 0 . 6  231 - 925
100 year, 24 hour 0.17 65 - 260
2 year, 24 hour 0.06 23 - 92
Coalbank Coulee has a gradient of 6  percent in the upper reaches,
1.3 percent in the lower reaches, and an average of 2.7 percent. The
specific conductivity of runoff water in Coalbank Coulee is between 100
and 400 umhos/cm. The TDS concentration for th is water has been
measured between 22.4 mg/1 and 381 mg/1. The runoff water is a Ca, Mg,
Na-SO  ̂ type which Is low in trace elements (Oollhopf et a l . ,  1979).
Ground Water
In southeastern Montana, approximately 8.2 m illion gallons per day 
(mgd) of ground water are used (S lagle, et a l . ,  1983). This usage can 
be divided Into three main categories. Irrig a tio n  of agricultural 
fie lds  uses an average of 3.9 mgd of ground water. These fields are 
mainly along the Tongue River and the Yellowstone River, Another 3.3 
mgd is used for industrial purposes and about 1 . 0  mgd is used for
public water supplies. This use of ground water compares to the 
approximately 493.7 mgd of surface water that is used in southeastern 
Montana.
The aquifers in the Colstrip area can be broken into two rough
categories: local (or shallow) and regional (or deeper) aquifers. The
local flow systems are generally considered to be those aquifers within
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about 200 feet of the ground surface. The potentiometric maps of these 
aquifers indicate some topographic control, a reflection of local 
recharge. These aquifers include sandstones, coals, and alluvium. The 
deeper regional ground water flow systems in this area flow generally 
northwest from the basin flanks (such as the Big Horn Mountains) to the 
Yellowstone River. These aquifers include the lower Hell Creek and Fox 
H ills  Formations.
Water supplies fo r the town of Colstrip come from wells that are 
completed in sandstone units 100 to 1,500 feet below the McKay coal. 
One well was d rille d  to a limestone unit 7,500 feet below land surface.
Most local wells are less than 200 feet deep and are completed in 
the f i r s t  aquifer encountered (Van Voast, e t a l . ,  1977). These wells 
generally produce less than 7.5 gpm and have an average density of one 
well per two square miles. Twenty percent of the local wells are used 
for domestic, irrig a tio n  or mining-related purposes. The remaining 80 
percent of the wells are used for livestock water. Included in the 
l is t  of shallow aquifers are the Rosebud and McKay coal seams.
The general geochemistry that affects the water quality in the 
local aquifers has been reviewed by many authors, including Woessner, et 
a l . ,  1978; Slagle, et a l . ,  1983; and Davis, 1984. The general scheme of 
water flow and chemical change is shown in Figure 4. As water enters 
the system in the topographically high areas, i t  reacts with CÔ  from 
the atmosphere to form bicarbonate according to the following 
reactions.
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COg + HgO ; = ±  HgCOg
HgCOg ^  h '*’ + HCOg'
Dissolution of ca lc ite  and dolomite increase the Ca^* and 
concentration of the water.
CaCOg ^  t  CaZ+ + COg -̂
CaMg (003)2 Ca< + Mg^^ + 2CO3
The carbonate anions react with available hydrogen to further 
increase the bicarbonate concentration.
+ 0 0 3 ^’  ^  HCO3 '
Ion exchange reactions absorb magnesium and calcium cations and 
release sodium cations. The presence of pyrite in the near-surface 
environment can add sulfate anions to the water.
AFeSg + ISOg + lAHgO 4Fe(0H )3 + SSO^^" + 16H+
The sulfate ions can be carried to the aquifer in solution or 
precipitate with calcium as CaSÔ  and be redissolved la te r. In 
anaerobic conditions the presence of sulfate-reducing bacteria (Dockins 
and others, 1980) can further increase the bicarbonate concentration of 
the water.
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+ CĤ  SO^ "̂ reducing bacteria HS" + HCOg'f Ĥ O
A generalization of the flow system (Figure 4} shows the recharge
area water is low TDS with Ca^*, Mg^*, S0^^~, HCO^". Downgradient the
+  2 -concentration of Na and SÔ  along with TDS are increasing while the 
2+ 2+Ca and Mg concentrations are decreasing. In deeper coal aquifers,
the bicarbonate concentration may increase due to the reduction of
sulfate. Near the discharge area, the shallow aquifers w ill be high in
+ 2sodium and su lfate . The deep regional aquifers are Na -  HCO type 
water.
At Big Sky Mine, six aquifers have been studied. These aquifers 
are the alluvium, overburden. Rosebud Coal, McKay Coal, SubMcKay, and 
spoils. These are a ll local aquifers. The flow direction in these 
aquifers is typ ica lly  from the higher ridges west of mining to the lower 
areas east and southeast of mining. Potentiometric surfaces indicate 
that there is some topographic control of the flow direction. This 
topographic control decreases with increasing depth of the aquifer.
Recharge to the bedrock aquifers is from the upland areas to the 
west of mining. Most of this recharge probably originates as ra in fa ll 
and snowmelt in the clinker areas (Davis, 1984). Estimates of the 
amount of recharge entering the bedrock system have ranged from 3.5 
inches per year (Ecological Consulting Services, 1974) to less than 1 
inch per year (Davis, 1984). Recharge to deeper aquifers comes from 
leakage from the overlying aquifers, both within the study area and 
farther to the west, such as the L it t le  Wolf Mountains.
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These local aquifers discharge water toward the south and east. 
This water is either lost to phreatophytes at the cropline for that 
respective aquifer, in f iltra te s  to a deeper aquifer, or is discharged to 
the a llu v ia l aquifer.
Ground water from adjacent aquifers provides 57 percent of the soil 
water according to a study of the agricultural fie lds in Coalbank Coulee 
{Oollhopf e t. a l . ,  1977). The other 43 percent of the soil moisture 
comes from precipitation.
The a llu v ia l aquifers and both coal aquifers contain Mg-SÔ  type
water. The overburden water is a Mg-SO ,̂ HCOg type and the SubMcKay is
a Mg, Na-SO  ̂ type (Peabody, 1982a).
The aquifers can be lis ted  in order of increasing mineralization:
overburden (least m ineralized), alluvium. Rosebud Coal, McKay Coal, 
SubMcKay, and spoils (most mineralized).
The specific conductivities of the aquifers range from 280 umhos/cm
to 3,400 umhos/cm (Oollhopf e t. a l . ,  1977). The median value for these
aquifers is 2,100 umhos/cm (Van Voast e t. a l . ,  1977).
The TDS concentration of the coal and spoils aquifers averages
2,700 mg/1 and 3,700 mg/1, respectively. At this concentration, the 
spoils aquifer is nearly at the maximum possible, unless the temperature 
of the source water increases (Davis, 1984). The younger spoils water 
is sim ilar to the adjacent bedrock aquifers. As the spoils water
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spends more time in contact with the spoils m aterials, the degree of 
mineralization increases (Van Voast e t. a l . ,  1977). Within a ll the 
aquifers at BSM, the water quality varies sp a tia lly .
The SAR of the ground water at Big Sky Mine is generally less than 
3.0 (Oollhopf e t. a l . ,  1977).
The transmissivity of the alluvium at BSM has been reported as 
being between 6.5 ft^/day and 764 ft^/day (Oollhopf e t. a l . ,  1977). The 
transmissivities of the Rosebud and McKay Coals is about 12.5 ft^/day 
and 5 ft^ /day, respectively, with a storage coeffic ient of about 1 x 
10'^ (Van Voast e t. a l . ,  1977).
The hydraulic conductivity of the spoils aquifer has been measured 
in a variety of tests. Values have been reported that range from 0.003 
ft/day to 65 ft/day (Oollhopf e t. a l . ,  1981). The highest values were 
accredited to piping in the spoils material which would create a 
secondary permeability. In a detailed aquifer test at Well SPW-2, 
Western Water Consultants (1983) reported a spoils conductivity value of
9.4 ft/day and a transmissivity of 414 ft^ /day. The storage coefficient 
of the spoils was reported to be between 0.01 and 0.18. Van Voast, et. 
a l. (1977), estimates the spoils hydraulic conductivity to be very 
sim ilar to the coal aquifers which have an average value of about 0.5 
ft/d a y .
Davis (1984) calculated the average spoils water velocity at 1.2 
ft/day  based on a porosity of 8  percent.
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Prior to mining disturbance in Coalbank Coulee, the flow through 
the Rosebud Coal aquifer was between 880 and 5,900 ft^/day, while the 
McKay Coal aquifer discharged about 450 ft^/day in this basin (Oollhopf 
e t. a l . ,  1981). The a llu v ia l system was discharging about 5,330 ft^/day 
out of the Coalbank Coulee drainage basin.
Unsaturated flow rates in native soils were measured at 1.5 times 
greater than in spoils material (Oollhopf e t. a l . ,  1977). This is 
attributed to compaction, vegetation, and high s i l t  and clay content in 
the spoils. The dominant clays in the spoils are i l l i t e ,  kao lin ite , 
and minor amounts of ch lorite .
Typical Strip Mining Operation
All of the major coal mines in southeastern Montana operate as 
strip  mines. Peabody's Big Sky Mine is typical of this type of
operation. The steps involved in the mining process are depicted in 
Figure 5. Mining begins on the lower portion of a h il l  slope where the 
coal seam crops out a t ground surface. Topsoil is removed (Figure 58) 
and stored in a stockpile. The overburden material (Figure 5C) 
consists of sandstone and shale units. Closely spaced holes are 
d rille d  in the overburden. These holes are packed with explosives and 
then shot. The overburden is then excavated by a dragline (Figure 5H). 
The dragline works on a leveled bench, or pad, and casts the spoils 
material across the p it  to the spoils piles (Figure 50). The result is
a long, narrow mine p it  that parallels the contour of the h ills id e .
The spoils material that is removed during the excavation of one p it is 
used to backfill the previous p it .  This process is repeated
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until the operation reaches the disturbance boundary (Figure 5A). This 
usually indicates the extent of economically recoverable coal, based on 
the ra tio  of overburden to coal thickness.
At the other end of the p it (Figure 51), a coal shovel (partly  
hidden by the coal seam) loads a haul truck. The coal (Figure 5D) w ill 
be hauled to a storage s ilo . F in a lly , the coal from the silo  w ill be 
loaded on a unit tra in  fo r transport to an e le c tr ic ity  generating plant.
A fter the mining operation, the spoils (Figure 5K) are regraded.
The stockpiled topsoil is spread over the spoils, and a seed mixture is
planted in the soil (Figure 5L).
Figure 5 illu s tra tes  the situation at BSM where two coal seams are 
being mined, the Rosebud Coal (D) and the McKay Coal (F ). The
interburden is excavated a fte r the Rosebud Coal is removed. The 
SubMcKay (G) is le f t  undisturbed. In Figure 5, the extent of
economically recoverable McKay Coal has already been reached and only 
Rosebud Coal is being removed.
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PREDICTED IMPACTS OF PREVIOUS AUTHORS
There are several hydrologie concerns that are universal to every 
coal s trip  mining operation. Big Sky Mine is no exception and the same 
l i s t  of concerns applies to i t .  The surface water runoff is expected to 
produce increased erosion and sedimentation rates. The TDS 
concentrations of surface and ground water is expected to increase. 
Near BSM, increased TDS concentrations have been predicted for Rosebud 
Creek. Concerns have been expressed about the usability of the 
mineralized water and how long i t  w ill take for the water quality to 
return to a pre-mining state, or i f  i t  w il l .
There are also concerns about the changes in the quantity and 
a v a ila b ility  of ground water due to mining. During the mining process, 
the water levels in nearby aquifers are expected to go down. The 
amount of the drop in head and the distance of the impact from the mine 
are subjects of some speculation. The open p it w ill intercept recharge 
water that would normally move to adjacent aquifers. This is expected 
to cause fluctuations in potentiometric surfaces, particularly in 
downgradient a lluv ia l aquifers.
As the p it  is f i l le d  with spoils m aterial, the hydraulic 
conductivity of the replacement aquifers has been predicted to be less 
than, equal to , and greater than that fo r the pre-mining aquifers. 
Depending on the predicted change in conductivity, there are associated
33
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changes in ground water movement upgradient and downgradient of the
mined area.
Most of these concerns deal with the physical removal of both
stream channels and aquifers and th e ir subsequent replacement by 
a r t i f ic ia l  systems. Most publications that have dealt with the Big Sky 
Mine have anticipated some mining-related impacts to the hydrologie 
system. Most impacts have been discussed in very general terms since 
the heterogeniety of the systems makes quantification d if f ic u lt  (Van 
Voast, e t a l . ,  1977).
This chapter presents the predictions that have been made
concerning mining-related impacts to the hydrologie system at Big Sky 
Mine. The accuracy of these concerns are discussed in Chapter VI.
Surface Water
Mining a c tiv itie s  have been expected to substantially a lte r the 
surface and stream flow (Hodder, 1970). The mining and subsequent 
reclamation of the spoils is expected to create increased runoff and 
higher erosion and sedimentation rates (U.S.G.S., 1978, 1979), and
(Slagle, 1983).
As the mine progressed across M ille r Coulee, no significant water 
quality impact was expected to occur, especially i f  Pond A was not 
created (Ecological Consulting Service, 1974).
Ecological Consulting Service (1974, p. 6 ) did not expect enough
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water to be available to support the establishment of Pond A. The 
original evaporation estimates were 50 to 100 a c -ft /y r  from the pond
surface, which nearly exceeded a ll the inflow parameters of the mass
balance. Later studies (A ldorf, 1975) (Oollhopf, et a l . ,  1977, p. 44) 
indicated 12 to 14 a c -f t /y r  of evaporation from Pond A was a more 
re a lis tic  value.
Goering and Oollhopf (1980) anticipated a stabilized water level in 
Pond A of around 3,258 fe e t, nearly 30 feet above the current level. 
However, due to an incorrect elevation measurement that was made at the 
beginning of the study, th is elevation should read 3,248 feet.
Eventually, water that has passed through the mine spoils w ill
reach Rosebud Creek, which is between three and five miles below the 
mine. I t  was calculated (Oavis, 1984, p. 58) to take 36 to 60 years for 
this water to pass through the spoils and on through the alluvium to 
Rosebud Creek. This calculation was based on an average spoils
hydraulic conductivity of 10 f t /d  and a spoils width of 1700 feet. The 
flow of spoils water to Rosebud Creek should be about 1 cfs according to 
Davis (1984). These calculations would produce a 2 percent increase in 
TDS to Rosebud Creek.
Ground Water
Once mining and reclamation have been completed, the ground water 
flow system in the Big Sky Mine Area A is expected to resemble the 
pre-mining system (Davis, 1984, p. 58).
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During the mining process, the aquifers above the base of the McKay 
Coal are physically destroyed (U.S.G.S., 1974, 1978). In addition to 
the removal of the aquifers in the mined area, the blasting associated 
with mining may have some effects on adjacent aquifers. I t  has been 
proposed (U.S.G.S., 1974) that blasting might eventually rearrange the 
aquifer skeletal material and a lte r  the transmissivity and storage 
coeffic ient values.
The potentiometric surfaces of aquifers adjacent to the mine p it 
are expected to respond to mining in the same way that any aquifer 
responds to the removal of water (Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977). A cone of 
depression forms around the mine. The drawdown was orig inally  expected 
to extend less than 100 feet from the mine p it  (Ecological Consulting 
Service, 1973, p. 47). This very small distance was based on a 
presumption that the local transmissivity values were very low. Later 
i t  was expected to extend a few hundred feet to a few thousand feet 
(U.S.G.S., 1974) and even beyond two miles (Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977, p. 
38). The impact in the downgradient direction is expected to be 
greater than in the upgradient direction (Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977) due 
apparently to the interception of recharge.
Wells and springs that are outside of the mined area and are 
developed in an unmined aquifer are not expected to show any change in 
water level or flow (Van Voast, e t a l . ,  1977) (Oollhopf, 1981) and 
(Peabody Coal Company, 1986b). This is due to the very low vertical 
component of hydraulic conductivity as compared to the horizontal 
component.
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Once a well or spring has been impacted by mining, i t  should return 
to a pre-mining hydrologie status a fte r the spoils have resaturated 
(Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977).
As mining crosses a va lley, i t  w ill intercept both surface water 
runoff recharge and ground water recharge to the a lluv ia l aquifer. The 
interception of surface runoff has been predicted to impact the alluvial 
aquifer (Dollhopf et a l . ,  1981). Mining the upgradient aquifers was 
predicted to impact the a llu v ia l water table by some (U.S.G.S., 1974,
1978) and (Dollhopf et a l . ,  1982) although e a rlie r Dollhopf et a l. 
(1981) had expected this impact to be very minimal. In his 1981
publication, Dollhopf anticipated the mining-related water table
fluctuations in Coal bank Coulee would be less than the natural
fluctuations that are caused by precipitation.
The hydraulic conductivity of the spoils was expected to be less 
than that of the pre-mining aquifers (Dollhopf et a l . ,  1981). This was 
predicted to create a mounding effect in the potentiometric surface at 
the bedrock-spoils contact as the gradient steepened in response to the 
lower conductivity boundary. This, in turn, would cause more vertical 
percolation to the SubMcKay aquifers. A reversal of the gradient at 
the fina l highwall was also predicted (U.S.G.S., 1974). The
resaturated spoils water was expected to flow into the adjacent bedrock 
aquifers, carrying leachates from the spoils.
The vertical hydraulic conductivity for the spoils was expected to 
be greater than for the pre-mining aquifers (Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977).
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Van Voast, and others (1977) expected the horizontal hydraulic 
conductivity to be essentially the same as the pre-mining conductivity.
The anticipated changes in ground water quality vary substantially 
between authors. Rahn (1975) expected to see no noticeable changes in 
water quality due to s trip  mining coal in northeastern Wyoming and 
southeastern Montana. On the other hand, an overall reduction in water 
quality was predicted by the U.S.G.S. (1979). The spoils water 
chemistry should be about the same as what has already been studied (Van 
Voast, et a i . ,  1977). In Area A this should be a Mg, Ca-SO  ̂ type water 
with a TDS value between 1,000 and 5,000 mg/1 and possibly with some 
increased trace element concentrations (Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977) and 
(U.S.G.S., 1978). Spoils water is expected to increase the TDS values 
in wells that are downgradient of mining (U.S.G.S., 1978). Van Voast, 
and others, (1977, 1978b) predicted that water quality in the spoils 
would be sim ilar to the adjacent overburden water quality , except that 
the TDS values of the spoils would be elevated.
The velocity of the water moving through the spoils was calculated 
to be 1 . 2  ft/day based on an average hydraulic conductivity of 1 0  ft/day  
and an effective porosity of 8  percent (Davis, 1984, p. 56). The 
conductivity value of 1 0  ft/day  is the arithmetic average of the 
aquifer tests done by various people prior to Davis' publication.
Based on batch-mixing experiments, Davis (1984, pp. 54-58) 
predicted that 44 to 110 pore volumes of water would have to pass 
through the spoils material before a decrease in TDS would begin. He
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calculated that 180 to 440 years would be required before spoils water
quality would begin to improve.
The spoils water was expected to be unsuitable for domestic use or 
livestock water (U.S.G.S., 1978 and 1979). The recommended TDS lim it
fo r drinking water and for livestock usage is 500 mg/1 and 10,100 mg/1,
respectively (OSM, 1982).
There was one prediction that concerned the monitoring system more 
than the hydrology. Van Voast, and others (1977) anticipate that the 
monitoring system w ill detect the effects of mining.
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Chapter IV 
RESEARCH METHODS
This chapter presents the research methods that were used in this 
study. These methods include the collection and interpretation of data. 
These data were collected with the goals of checking the accuracy of 
predictions, as well as building a better understanding of the 
hydrologie system at Big Sky Mine.
Field Data
Nineteen surface water sites were monitored in conjunction with 
this research. These sites included 14 ponds, 3 crest gauge/single 
stage sediment sampler s ites, and 2 other stream channel sites. Water 
levels and fluctuations were recorded for a ll s ites. This was 
accomplished by visually  estimating the water levels at the surface 
water s ites. The ground water levels were measured using e lectric  well 
probes. A total of 96 water wells were included in the monitoring 
program. The locations of the monitor sites are shown on Plate 1.
Detailed well completion data for each well in Area A has not been 
well recorded. All monitor wells u t il iz e  PVC casing for the entire  
depth. Factory-slotted PVC casing has been used in some wells, while 
hand saws have been used to slo t blank casing in other wells. 
A r t if ic ia l  gravel packs have been placed in most spoils and alluv ia l 
w ells. Wells completed in confined aquifers typ ica lly  have a rubber 
shale packer set at the top of the aquifer of interest and the annular
40
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Space was le f t  open through the aquifer thickness. Above the monitored 
aquifer, the annular spaces are f i l le d  with a bentonite slurry, d r i l l  
cuttings or a mixture of both. After completion, well development is 
typ ica lly  accomplished by a ir  l i f t in g  with the d r i l l  r ig . A ir l if t in g  
is done by running d r i l l  pipe into the casing in the completed w ell, 
then pumping a ir  down the d r i l l  pipe. The a ir  bubbles being forced out 
of the d r i l l  pipe create a surging effect within the well. Further 
development is achieved by bailing and sampling the wells.
Figure 6  shows two typical well completions; one is for a confined 
bedrock aquifer, the other is for an unconfined spoils aquifer.
Water quality samples were collected at 3 surface and 38 ground 
water sites during Water Year 1985. These samples were collected on a 
semi-annual basis using Peabody Coal Company's pumping/bailing unit. 
All f ie ld  sampling techniques were consistent with the methods 
described in the Montana Department of State Lands "Draft Water 
Resource Guidelines (1983)". All water samples were analyzed by Energy 
Laboratories, In c ., of B illin g s , Montana in accordance with USEPA 
Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (1979).
Table 4 is a summary of the hydrologie monitoring program that 
took place at BSM during the data collection phase of this report.
Other f ie ld  data that were not collected as part of this project, 
but are used in this report, were taken from other publications. These 
data a r e  identified  and the appropriate reference is lis ted . Among
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FIGURE 6. Typical monitor well completions at Big Sky Mine. In certain wells two inch PVC casing was 
used in place of four inch.
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Water Year 1985 Hydrologie Monitoring Program 
Area A, Big Sky Mine, Rosebud County, Montana
3
O
A ctivity Sites and Comments
8
"O Monthly Ground Water Overburden: MSU-73, P-7, and P- 8
c5- Level Measurements Rosebud Coal: BS-52, 53, 58, 60, and 6 6 , MSU-63 and 67, S-26
3" McKay Coal : BS-57 and 59, P-9, S-25
i SubMcKay Sandstone: BS-54, 55, and 65, TWW-1 through 4
3
CD Spoils: BS-61, 62, 63. 64, 65, and 67, P-10 and 11
"n
c
3 . Quarterly Ground Alluvium: All sites except MSU-28 and 30
3"
CD Water Level Overburden: All sites
Measurements Rosebud Coal: All sites except BS-17
"O
O McKay Coal: All sites except BS-21
Q.
C
a
Spoils: All sites except BS-26, 29, 33, 38, 47, and 48, S-17 and P
o"
3 Semiannual Ground Alluvium: BS-12, 13, 14, and 51, MSU-27 and 70
O Water Quality Overburden: MSU-73
CT Sampling Rosebud Coal: BS-30, 44, 52, 53, 58, and 60, MSU-63, S-26
CD
Q. McKay Coal: BS-20, 32, 57, and 59, S-25
$ SubMcKay Sandstone: BS-2, 54, 55, and 56, TWW-1 through 4, MSU-32 and 69
3"
O S-16
c_
■o Spoils: BS-22, 27, 35, 36, 40, and 50, S-15
1 Monthly Surface Water Crest Stage Gauges: SW-BS-CG-3, 4, and 6c/)w Site Inspection, Ponds: A-K checked for ponding, water level fluctuation, and mine
3 Maintenance, Sampling usage
and Documentation
When Necessary
Semiannual Surface Pond A: 4 water samples (2 shallow and 2 deep)
Water Sampling Pond I: 1  water sample
Pond L: Water sample ^
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other things, th is includes physical characteristics of aquifers 
(aquifer test resu lts ), data collected outside the BSM area or collected 
prior to the beginning of th is research, and weather data.
Reduction and Interpretation
All f ie ld  data was checked for accuracy by comparison with previous 
data. The data were then entered into the PCC computer data base for 
storage and eventual re tr ie v a l.
Surface water levels were stored as a verbal description. Surface 
flows were entered in the data base in both cubic feet per second (cfs) 
and m illion gallons per day (mgpd).
Ground water levels were recorded as depth to water (DTW) as 
measured from a measure point (MP) on the well casing. The height of 
the MP above the surveyed ground elevation at the well was subtracted 
from the DTW. This yielded the static  water level (SWL) which is the 
depth to water below ground surface. The SWL was then entered on the 
data base and stored as SWL and as the elevation of the water in the 
w ell.
A ll water quality analyses were stored in the computer data base.
Reports were then generated by retrieving and manipulating the 
information stored in the data base. The computer-generated reports 
include: water level lis tin g s , water well hydrographs, water quality
analysis lis tin g s , s ta tis tic a l summaries of water quality analyses
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results for any specified time frame, aquifer-wide s ta tis tica l 
summaries, and tr i l in e a r  diagrams. Potentiometric surfaces and flow 
directions were created by drafting the appropriate water level 
elevations on maps. Water discharge and velocity calculations were 
made using Darcy's law, assuming one dimensional steady state flow:
Q = KAi
where: Q = discharge
K = hydraulic conductivity 
A = cross sectional area of the aquifer 
i = gradient of the potentiometric surface.
The average water velocity (V) was calculated by incorporating the
porosity of the aquifer (n ).
V = q = Ki 
An n
Identification  of Impacts
Various trends were identified  in the hydrologie system. F irs t, 
any change in water level or water quality was compared to previous 
samples at that s ite . I f  indeed a trend existed, rather than a single 
out of place sample, that s ite  was compared to adjacent sites. F inally , 
the timing and proximity of mining and reclamation ac tiv ities  were 
compared to the timing of the trend.
By going through these steps, trends could be separated into 
natural (non-mining) and mining-related. Changes in water quantity and 
quality  could also be identified  as being either spatia l, temporal, or 
both.
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This method of identifying impacts is very sim ilar to the pre­
disturbance, post-disturbance comparison method. However, at BSM very 
l i t t l e  pre-disturbance data ex ist. Another method that was useful was 
to look fo r differences between areas that were upgradient or down- 
gradient of mining. Interpretations were generally based on trends in 
the data sets rather than on absolute comparisons of potentially im­
pacted versus unimpacted data.
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Chapter V 
RESULTS
This chapter presents the interpretation of the data that were 
gathered as part of this project. The current ground and surface water 
systems are described by these data.
These data are presented in Appendices 2 (Surface Water Q uality ), 3 
(Monitor Well Hydrographs), and 4 (Ground Water Q uality). In addition, 
water levels are lis ted  in Table 6 .
Surface Water
All surface water sites at Big Sky Mine Area A are depicted on 
Plate 1. The water quality analyses for each s ite  where surface water 
samples were collected during 1985 is included as Appendix 2.
Three erosion and sediment study sites were monitored during this 
period. During the 1985 water year, two flow events were recorded at 
two sites. These sites consist of a crest gauge and a single stage 
sediment sampler. The data from these flows are presented in Table 5. 
The samples were only analyzed fo r suspended solids.
Two flow events were recorded at the surface water site identified  
as Snider No. 1 (see Plate 1). The f i r s t  event was on March 28, 1985. 
The flow was visually estimated in the f ie ld  to be about 15 gallons per 
minute. Due to the stage height of the flow (less than 0.05 fe e t) ,  a
47
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Table 5. Crest Stage and Single Stage Sediment Sample Data 
From Surface Water Monitor Sites SW-BS-CG-3 and 
I  SW-BS-CG-4, Big Sky Mine, Peabody Coal Company,
I  Colstrip, Rosebud County, Montana
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October 1984 through September 1985
Sample Date Site Stage Height ( f t ) Sample Bottle Intake Height ( f t ) TSS (mg/1)
07-31-85 3 0.29 * * *
4 0.17 * * *
08-05-85 3 1.38 1 0.5 11,900
2 1 . 0 17,100
4 0.39 * * *
★
Due to the height of the flow, no sample could be collected.
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sample could not be collected. The second flow event was recorded on 
August 5, 1985. The maximum stage height for this flow was determined 
to be 0.8 feet as indicated by debris lines in the thalweg. Both of 
these flows were the d irect results of precipitation events.
There were no other surface water flows in Area A during this 
period. No water was discharged from any of the settling  ponds located 
downgradlent of mining.
Stage fluctuations were monitored in 14 ponds (Ponds A through L 
and Ponds 27 and 28) during this period. Pond A has a steady water 
level at 3,230 fee t. The to ta l fluctuation during 1985 was about one 
foot. Six water samples were collected from Pond A. The results of 
these samples are included in Appendix 2.
Pond A, monitored since 1976, s t i l l  displays a Mg-SÔ  type water. 
The water hardness has decreased s ligh tly  th is year, but i t  is s t i l l  
moderately hard. The water continues to be low in trace metals. 
Cadmium, boron, and arsenic were found at detectable levels in samples 
collected from Pond A during this period. Cadmium and arsenic were 
found in concentrations less than 1 0  ug/ 1  while boron concentrations 
were below 200 ug/1. The TDS concentrations for the samples collected 
during this period were 1,750 to 1,875 mg/1. The lab conductivity
values were 1,990 to 2,190 umhos/cm. The f ie ld  pH readings ranged from
8.4 to 8.7 .
The water levels in Ponds B through F were monitored monthly.
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These ponds a ll  reached th e ir lowest levels during June and July. 
Ponds C and E were completely dry for two and four months, 
respectively. Late summer rains during July and August raised the water 
levels in a ll of these ponds.
Ponds 6 , H, J and K were monitored monthly. Ponds J and K have 
been dry during this entire period. Pond G held some water from 
February through April while Pond H was dry by the end of March.
Pond I (7400 Pond) had a surveyed spring high water elevation of
3,207.4 fee t. The water level steadily decreased through September, 
except for a s ligh t increase in August due to a rain storm.
Two water samples were collected from Pond I during the 1985 Water 
Year. The water quality analyses are presented in Appendix 2. The 
samples were collected in December, 1984 and June, 1985. The water 
type is Mg-SO .̂ The water hardness is classified as hard. The TDS 
concentrations for these two samples were 4,590 and 2,000 mg/1. The 
lab conductivities were 4,640 and 2,170 umhos/cm. The fie ld  pH 
readings were 7.7 and 8.1.
The spring high water elevation for Pond L was surveyed at 3,234.5 
fee t. The pond held some water for most of the year except from late  
April to July when i t  was dry. No water quality samples were collected 
from this pond during this period because the pond was dry at the 
sample times.
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Water samples were collected from the two truck wash ponds 
(located near the mine o ffice) during the 1985 Water Year. Complete 
lab analyses and f ie ld  remarks are contained in Appendix 2. Both ponds 
held water a ll year. The water levels rose in response to pumping the 
spoils production w ell, SPW-2. When the pump was turned o ff, the pond 
water levels dropped due to in f i l t r a t io n , use of the truck wash
fa c i l i t y ,  and evaporation. Water use from the ponds is not monitored.
A sample was collected from each pond during July, 1985. The
water in both ponds is a hard, Mg-SO  ̂ type. The trace metal 
concentrations are below 1 0  ug/ 1  with the exception of boron which was 
reported at 600 ug/1 and 500 ug/1 for the settling  pond and the holding 
pond, respectively. There is very l i t t l e  difference between the two 
ponds water chemistry. The concentrations for TDS were 3,900 and 4,320 
mg/1. The lab conductivity readings were 3,750 and 3,950 umhos/cm and 
the f ie ld  pH readings were 7.8 and 8.0.
Ground Water
Plate 1 shows the location of a ll  wells within and adjacent to the 
BSM Area A. During the preparation of this report, four wells were
found to have incorrect surface elevations on record. These wells are
BS-43, BS-31, MSU-63, and P-10. The data presented in this report 
re fle c t the correct surface elevations (and corresponding corrected 
water level elevations) fo r these w ells. The ground water monitoring 
well s ite  and completion information for the BSM Area A is presented in 
Table 6 .
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SAMPLE POINT 
(COMPUTER NO.)
LOCATION FORMATION DEPTH
(Ft)
ELEVATION
(F t)
WATER LEVEL/ 
DATE (F t)
BS-01 (WMOOOl) 1N41E26BBBB SubMcKay 2 2 0 . 0 3232.26 3070.38 08-13-85
BS-02 (WM0002) 1N41E26BBBB SubMcKay 108.0 3232.50 3189.32 08-13-85
BS-11 (WM0009) 1N41E24CCBB Alluvium 2 2 . 0 3157.13 3145.41 08-12-85
BS-12 (WMOOIO) 1N41E24CABC Alluvium 23.0 3152.75 3142.10 08-12-85
BS-13 (WMOOll) 1N41E24CBBC Alluvium 2 2 . 0 3157.70 3150.29 08-12-85
BS-14 (WM0012) 1N41E24CAAD Alluvium 31.0 3164.28 3146.36 08-12-85
BS-15 (WM0013) 1N41E27BADC Rosebud Coal 1 2 2 . 0 3324.80 3234.84 08-13-85
BS-16 (WM0014) 1N41E27BDBA Rosebud Coal 128.0 3330.60 3232.90 08/13-85
BS-17 (WM0015) 1N41E27BDBA Rosebud Coal 134.0 3337.98 3236,34 08-13-85
BS-18 (WM0016) 1N41E27BADC Spoils 107.0 3309.10 3235.93 08-13-85
BS-19 (WM0017) 1N41E27BADC Spoils 78.0 3285.80 3235.89 08-13-85
BS-20 (WM0018) 1N41E27ABCC McKay Coal 97.0 3274.50 3233.72 08-13-85
BS-21 (WM0019) 1N41E27ABCC McKay Coal 97.0 3278.70 3232.73 08-13-85
BS-22 (WM0020) 1N41E27ABCC Spoils 58.0 3277.80 3232.18 08-13-85
BS-23 (WM0021) 1N41E27BDBA Overburden 76.0 3334.60 3265.72 08-13-85
BS-24 (WM0022) 1N41E27BADC Overburden 63.0 3324.70 3267.25 08-13-85
BS-25 (WM0023) 1N41E27BADC McKay Coal 160.00 3330.50 3233.14 08-13-85
BS-26 (WM0024) 1N41E27DDAC Spoils 55.0 3274.80 3226.83 08-13-85
BS-27 (WM0025) 1N41E27DBAD Spoils 8 8 . 0 3264.50 3229.47 08-13-85
BS-28 (WM0027) 1N41E27DBDC Spoils 106.0 3274.20 3226.80 05-28-85
BS-29 (WM0027) 1N41E27DABB Spoils 144.0 3273.49 3230.26 08-13-85
BS-30 (WM0028) 1N41E27CAAC Rosebud Coal 155.0 3355.87 3231.23 08-13-85
BS-31 (WM0029) 1N41E27DCCA Rosebud Coal 145.0 3366.75 Dry 08-13-85
BS-32 (WM0030) 1N41E27DDAC McKay Coal 1 0 0 . 0 3274.96 3232.16 08-13/85
BS-33 (WM0031) 1N41E27DDBC Spoils 1 0 0 . 0 3264.85 3229.10 08-13-85
BS-34 (WM0032) 1N41E27DADC Spoils 70.0 3253.26 3226.60 08-13-85
BS-35 (WM0033) 1N41E27ADCC Spoils 80.0 3250.02 3228.80 08-13-85
BS-36 (WM0034) 1N41E27ADCA Spoils 52.0 3260.08 3225.30 08-13-85
BS-38 (WM0035) 1N41E27DBDA Spoils 84.0 3275.22 3228.92 08-13-85
BS-39 (WM0036) 1N41E22AACA Spoils 42.0 3272.38 Dry /09-16-85
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Big Sky Mine, Area A Monitor Well 
Completion Data and Ground Water Level Elevations
SAMPLE POINT 
(COMPUTER NO.)
LOCATION FORMATION DEPTH
(Ft)
ELEVATION
(F t)
WATER LEVEL/ 
DATE (Ft)
BS-40 (WMÛ037) 1N41E22DAA Spoils 60.0 3273.41 3228.10 09-16-85
BS-44 (WM0038) 1N41E21DBDB Rosebud Coal 125.0 3347.94 3276.06 08-13-85
BS-45 (WM0039) 1N41E21DBDB Rosebud Coal 125.0 3346.80 3275.97 08-13-85
BS-46 (WM0040) 1N41E22CCAA Spoils 72.0 3256.71 3232.82 09-16-85
85-47 (WM0041) 1N41E22CCAA Spoils 72.0 3256.30 3232.46 09-16-85
BS-48 (WM0042) IN41E22CCAD Spoils 2 0 . 0 3256.90 Dry 09-16-85
BS-49 (WM0043) 1N41E15DDCD Spoi1s 40.0 3257.78 3230.00 09-16-85
BS-50 (WM0044) 1N41E22CDDC Spoils 35.0 3227.31 3212.50 09-16-85
BS-51 (WM0045) 1N41E22CDDD Alluvium 30.0 3240.70 3232.46 09-16-85
S-14 (WM0046) 1N41E27DAAC McKay Coal 51.0 3247.60 3219.40 05-28-85
S-15 (WM0047) 1N41E27DAAC Spoils 34.0 3248.30 3219.78 08-13-85
S-16 (WM0048) 1N41E27AADD SubMcKay 40.0 3222.63 3194.13 08-13-85
S-17 (WM0049) 1N41E27AADD Alluvium 16.0 3221.95 Dry 08-13-85
S-25 (WM0050) 1N41E13CAC McKay Coal 134.0 3353.51 3237.29 09-16-85
S-26 (WM0051) 1N41E13CAC Rosebud Coal 119.0 3353.44 3271.08 09-16-85
MSU-26 (WM0053) 1N41E23BACC Alluvium 39.5 3203.21 3182.53 08-12-85
MSU-27 (WM0054) 1N41E23ACBC Alluvium 43.9 3194.96 3172.90 08-12-85
MSU-28 (WM0055) 1N41E23ACDB Alluvium 22.4 3186.51 3168.11 08-12-85
MSU-29 (WM0056) 1N41E23ADCA Alluvium 23.2 3178.40 3160.19 08-12-85
MSU-30 (WM0057) 1N41E23DAAC Alluvium 19.6 3169.01 3155.43 08-12-85
MSU-31 (WM0058) 1N41E23ADBB SubMcKay 39.8 3201.52 3167.98 08-12-85
MSU-32 (WM0059) 1N41E23AAAA SubMcKay 79.5 3236.75 3170.09 08-12-85
MSU-63 (WM0060) 1N41E15CCDB Rosebud Coal 176.0 3406.58 3258.80 09-16-85
MSU-67 (WM0061) 1N41E14BCBB Rosebud Coal 154.0 3379.36 3288.53 09-16-85
MSU- 6 8 (WM0062) 1N41E14CABB Rosebud Coal 46.4 3298,94 3256.40 03-30-84
MSÜ-69 (WM0063) 1N41E14CDDB SubMcKay 77.2 3248.69 3189.96 08-13-85
MSU-73 (WM0064) 1N41E16BDCA Overburden 169.4 3431.29 3290.74 09-16-85
P-1 (WM0065) 1N41E27ACC Spoils 34.0 3248.73 3231.58 08-13-85
P-2 (WM0066) 1N41E27DAC Spoils 94.0 3289.79 3228.87 08-13-85 a
P-3 (WM0070) 1N41E27DBCC Rosebud Coal 148.0 3331.22 3230.61 08-13-85
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SAMPLE POINT 
(COMPUTER NO.)
LOCATION FORMATION DEPTH
(F t)
ELEVATION
.(F t)
WATER LEVEL/ 
DATE (Ft)
P-4 (WM0071) 1N41E27DBB Rosebud Coal 144.0 3343.04 3230.50 08-13-85
BS-37 (WM0072) 1N41E27ACCC Spoils 64.0 3266.0 3224.49 08-13-85
MSU-70 (WM0073) 1N41E24CDBD Alluvium 11.7 3128.10 3124.06 08-12-85
BS-43 (WM0074) 1N41E27AADD Alluvium 14.0 3221.57 3220.04 08-13-85
SPW-2 (WM0076) 1N41E22CCAA Spoils 67.0 3257.44 3243.75 04-06-84
SPW-1 (WM0077) 1N41E22CCAA Spoils 67.0 3256.90 3234.32 09-16-85
P-5 (WM0102) 1N41E22CCAA Spoils 3255.46 3234.32 09-16-85
P- 6 (WM0103) 1N41E22CCAA Spoils 3257.39 3234.59 09-16-85
P-7 (WM0104) 1N41E14AA0B Overburden 130.1 3403.59 Dry 09-16-85
P- 8 (WM0105) 1N41E13CBBB Overburden 104.0 3385.40 3288.70 09-16-85
P-9 (WM0106) 1N41E24ABBA McKay Coal 40.0 3231,65 3209.87 09-16-85
BS-52 (WM0107) 1N41E14AADB Rosebud Coal 155.0 3399.81 3292.72 09-16-85
BS-53 (WM0108) 1N41E13CBBB Rosebud Coal 136.0 3385.49 3285.33 09-16-85
BS-54 (WM0109) 1N41E24BDAD SubMcKay 80.0 3213.05 3158.49 09-16-85
BS-55 (WMOllO) 1N41E24BBAC SubMcKay 106.0 3231.44 3162.28 09-16-85
BS-56 (WMOlll) 1N41E24ABCD SubMcKay 90.0 3231.19 3160.65 09-16-85
BS-57 (WM0112) 1N41E24BBAC McKay Coal 77.0 3282.29 3211.29 09-16-85
BS-58 (WM0113) 1N41E24BBAC Rosebud Coal 63.0 3283.29 3225.93 09-16-85
BS-59 (WM0114) 1N41E24ABBA McKay Coal 64.0 3273.43 3214.17 09-16-85
BS-60 (WM0115) 1N41E24ABBA Rosebud Coal 49.0 3273.43 3232.67 09-16-85
BS-61 (WM0116) 1N41E21DADB Spoils 95.0 3308.39 3257.64 09-16-85
BS-62 (WM0117) 1N41E22CCDB Spoils 75.0 3282.49 3247.70 09-16-85
BS-63 (WM0118) 1N41E22DCDC Spoils. 34.0 3243.32 3224.85 09-16-85
BS-64 (WM0119) 1N41E22DCDB Spoils 39.0 3247.22 3232.87 09-16-85
BS-65 (WM0120) 1N41E22CACA Spoils 60.0 3277.60 3242.64 09-16-85
BS- 6 6 (WM0121) 1N41E22CABC Rosebud Coal 8 6 . 0 3305.20 3247.82 09-16-85
BS-67 (WM0122) 1N41E22CDDC Spoils 78.0 3258.47 3234.73 09-16-85
TWW-1 (WM0124) 1N41E23CDCB SubMcKay 1 0 2 . 0 3243.71 3194.95 09-16-85
TWW-2 (WM0125) 1N41E23CDBB SubMcKay 85.0 3240.41 3206.95 09-16-85
TWW-3 (WM0126) 1N41E23CDAB SubMcKay 90.0 3249.61 3204.89 09-16-85
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SAMPLE POINT 
(COMPUTER NO.)
LOCATION FORMATION DEPTH
(F t)
ELEVATION
(Ft)
WATER LEVEL/ 
DATE (F t)
TWW-4 (WM0127) 
P-10 (WM0128)
P-11 (WM0129)
1N41E23CDCA
1N41E21DAAD
1N41E21DADB
SubMcKay
Spoils
Spoils
116.0
54.0
67.5
3254.01
3436.53
3308.39
3196.92 /  09-16-85 
3412.02 /  09-16-85 
3259.12 /  09-16-85
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Water Levels
The most recent water level and date of measurement for each 
monitor well in and adjacent to BSM Area A is included in Table 6 . The 
historical trends fo r these wells are shown on the hydrographs in 
Appendix 3.
The revised potentiometric surfaces (1985) for the alluvium. Rosebud
Coal, McKay Coal, SubMcKay, and spoils aquifers are presented in
Plates 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 .
The water tables in the a llu v ia l aquifers show seasonal 
fluctuations due to évapotranspiration demands. The aquifers receive 
recharge during the winter and spring. The water level drops during 
the summer growing season. Figure 7 is a hydrograph of Well BS-13 
which shows this trend. Other than the seasonal fluctuations, the
water levels are stable. Results of aquifer tests performed in Area B
indicate a mean value of 1 2  f t /d  for the hydraulic conductivity of the 
Lee Coulee alluvium. The Area A alluvium is probably sim ilar to th is. 
Ground water flow in the alluvium closely follows the stream channel. 
In Coalbank (or Emile) Coulee, the average ground water velocity is 1.2 
feet/day based on a conductivity value of 12 feet/day, a gradient of 50 
feet per m ile, and an estimated porosity of 0.10. The ground water 
velocity in M ille r  Coulee is probably about the same.
Three overburden wells are upgradient of current mining and 
reclamation a c tiv it ie s . Well MSU-73 currently shows a steady water 
le v e l. Figure 8  is a hydrograph of MSU-73 which demonstrates the water
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level decline in this well as mining passed near i t  and then the 
stab iliza tio n  of the water level at a lower level following partia l 
reclamation. The water level in P- 8  dropped about two feet during 
Water Year 1985. The other well that is upgradient of mining, P-7, 
continues to be dry. The two overburden wells that are upgradient of 
reclamation, BS-23 and BS-24, have generally steady water levels. 
However, both of these wells showed a s ligh t decline during the fa ll  
season of 1985. The geometric mean value for the hydraulic 
conductivity of the overburden in the v ic in ity  of BSM is 0.11 f t /d  
(Peabody, 1986b).
The Rosebud Coal aquifer in Area A ranges from confined in the 
north and west to unconfined in the south and dewatered in the 
southeast. Well MSU-63 is located upgradient of current reclamation 
a c tiv it ie s . Figure 9 is a hydrograph which shows the drawdown of the 
water level in this well due to the beginning of mining ac tiv itie s  and 
the subsequent s tab iliza tion  of the water level due to reclamation. 
There are four Rosebud Coal wells upgradient of current mining 
a c tiv ity . These wells have shown declines in water levels which range 
from 3 feet (Wells BS-52, BS-53, and S-26) to 20 feet (Well MSU-67). 
The two wells downgradient of mining showed declining water levels 
during the 1985 Water Year. Well BS-58 dropped six feet and Well BS-60 
dropped 1.5 fee t. The high water level reading for Well BS-58 on May 
30, 1985 may have been an erroneous reading. The degree of saturation 
in the Rosebud Coal aquifer decreases toward the mine p it and 
downgradient of the p it .  Upgradient of the mine, the Rosebud Coal 
aquifer is confined with 10 to 25 feet of artesian head. Downgradient
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the p it ,  this aquifer is unconfined with only about ten feet of 
saturation. The transmissivity of the Rosebud Coal in Area B was 
reported to be 7.4 ft^ /d  (Peabody, 1986b). This value is sim ilar to 
the values reported by others (Van Voast et a l . ,  1977, and Davis, 
1984). As indicated in Plate 3, ground water flow in the Rosebud Coal 
re flects  topographic control. The flow direction in Area A is away 
from the high ridges and toward the topographically low coulee bottoms. 
Generally, ground water in the Rosebud Coal is moving from the 
northwest toward the southeast. Based on a porosity of 3.5 percent 
(Davis, 1984), a gradient o f 0.015 and an average conductivity of 0.3 
feet/day, the average ground water velocity in the Rosebud Coal is 0.13 
feet/day.
The McKay Coal aquifer shows many of the same trends as does the 
Rosebud Coal aquifer. The McKay coal is a confined aquifer except for 
the area downgradient of mining in the northeast corner of Area A. In 
th is area, the McKay is unconfined. The McKay Coal aquifer responds to 
mining much the same as the Rosebud Coal aquifer. Figure 10 is a 
hydrograph of Well BS-32. The well is located in the extreme southern 
portion of Area A. This was the f i r s t  area at BSM to be mined. Figure 
1 0  shows the rising water level in this part of the aquifer a fte r  
reclamation was completed. The mean transmissivity of the McKay Coal 
in Area B is 1.7 ft^ /d  and the mean value for a ll reported aquifer 
tests of the McKay in the v ic in ity  of BSM is 6.3 ft^ /d  (Peabody, 
1986b). The ground water velocity and flow direction in the McKay Coal 
are essentially the same as in the Rosebud Coal.
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Thirteen wells in Area A monitor aquifers below the McKay coal. A 
sandstone aquifer below the McKay coal produces considerable quantities 
of water in some areas. Several wells were completed in this SubMcKay 
sandstone. Eventually, any well that monitored a unit below the McKay 
coal was referred to as a SubMcKay sandstone w ell. Recently, the 
sandstone modifier was dropped and a ll these wells were classified as 
SubMcKay wells. I t  should be noted that these wells are completed in 
the undifferentiated SubMcKay and they do not refer to any specific 
geologic un it. The SubMcKay wells have shown very l i t t l e  fluctuation  
in water levels. Figure 11 is a hydrograph from Well BS-55 which is 
downgradient of mining. The maximum water level fluctuation in this 
well has been about 1.5 fee t. The most notable exceptions being the 
four wells surrounding the truck wash ponds (TWW-1, TWW-2, TWW-3, 
TWW-4). With one year of data collected from these wells, they a ll 
show an increase in water levels of seven to ten fee t. The mean 
transmissivity value of the SubMcKay unit in Area B is 1.1 ft^ /d  
(Peabody, 1986b). How well this value applies to other areas of the 
SubMcKay is not known. Due to the heterogeneity of the SubMcKay unit, 
the velocity probably shows considerable spatial v a r ia b ility . The 
ground water velocity was calculated using a transmissivity of 1 . 1  
ft^ /day, a saturated thickness of 30 fe e t, an estimated porosity of 10 
percent, and a gradient of 40 feet per mile. The result was an average 
flow velocity of 0.003 feet per day. The direction of ground water 
flow in the SubMcKay is from the northwest to the southeast. Compared 
to the overlying aquifers, there is l i t t l e  topographic control of the 
flow direction in the SubMcKay unit.
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The water levels in the spoils aquifer in the southern part of 
Area A are very stable. This is shown on Figure 12 which is a 
hydrograph fo r well BS-27. Farther north ( i . e . ,  BS-49), the spoils 
water level is ris ing . The M ille r Coulee spoils show fluctuating water 
levels near the spoils production well SPW-2. In those parts of the 
spoils where the water level has s tab ilized , the potentiometrie surface 
closely matches the adjacent Rosebud Coal potentiometric surface. 
Where the spoils water level is s t i l l  rising in response to 
reclamation, i t  is well below the nearby Rosebud Coal aquifer 
potentiometric surface. The mean hydraulic conductivity of the spoils, 
as reported by PCC, is 1.05 f t /d  (Peabody, 1986b). However, Davis 
(1984) reported a median value of 0.028 f t /d .  The average spoils water 
velocity is about 0.12 ft/d a y . This is based on a hydraulic 
conductivity of 1.05 ft/d a y , a gradient of 0.01 and a porosity of 8  
percent. The direction of ground water flow is to the southeast toward 
M ille r and Coal bank Coulees.
Water Quality
S ta tis tica l summaries for water quality samples taken at Big Sky 
Mine Area A are in Appendix 4. These summaries are broken into two 
categories; total aquifer summations and individual well s ta tis tics . 
The s ta tis tic a l summaries fo r the individual wells are for those 
samples collected during the 1985 water year. The aquifer s ta tis tics  
are shown for both a ll h istorical samples as well as just the samples 
collected during 1985.
T rilin e a r diagrams for selected wells are in Appendix 5. S t i f f
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diagrams for Individual wells are shown on the appropriate 
potentiometric maps (Plates 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 ) .  Table 7 shows the 
major cations and anions fo r each aquifer.
Alluvium
There are two separate a llu v ia l aquifers within the study area. 
The M ille r  Coulee and Coalbank Coulee a llu v ia l aquifers combine near 
the intersection of Montana Highway 39 and the BSM entrance road. 
However, this portion of the ground water system is outside of the Area 
A permit boundary and is not included in the monitoring program.
Both a llu v ia l aquifers are a Mg-SO  ̂ type water. The pH values 
range from 7.0 to 8.1 with a mean of 7.4. The specific conductivity 
(SC) ranges from 2,400 umhos/cm to 4,100 umhos/cm with a mean value of 
2,990 umhos/cm. The total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations range 
from 1,890 mg/1 to 3,890 mg/1 with a mean of 2,640 mg/1.
Well BS-51 is the only a llu v ia l well that is monitored for water 
quality in M ille r Coulee. This well is adjacent to the downgradient 
side of the M ille r  Coulee spoils and i t  has the highest TDS and SC
values found in the Area A a llu v ia l wells.
Rosebud Overburden
There is one overburden well that is monitored for water quality  
at Area A. Two samples were collected from this well during the 1985 
water year. The water type is Mg-SO .̂ The pH values were 6.5 and 6 . 6
and the specific conductivity values were 3,600 umhos/cm and 3,700
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Site I.D . % Ca % Mg % Na+K % SO* % Cl % HCO3 +CO3 TDS mg/1
Alluvium 23.99 54.52 21.50 77.42 1 . 2 2 21.35 2636
Rosebud Overburden 24.99 49.83 25.18 65.29 1.07 33.64 3205
Rosebud Coal 31.09 57.34 11.58 64.56 0.89 34.56 2444
McKay Coal 32.84 51.31 15.86 73.00 0.89 26.11 2904
SubMcKay 24.33 47.48 28.19 79.05 1 . 2 2 19.73 3966
Spoils 28.79 55.76 15.45 75.61 1.28 23.11 5320
Fort Union 2.98 1.89 95.14 58.09 1.19 40,72 1250
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umhos/cm. The to ta l dissolved solids concentrations were 3,170 mg/1 
and 3,240 mg/1.
Rosebud Coal
Nine Rosebud Coal wells are monitored for water quality in Area A. 
The Rosebud Coal aquifer is a Mg-SO  ̂ type water with pH values that 
range between 6 . 8  and 8.0 with a mean value of 7 .2 . The specific 
conductivity values range from 890 umhos/cm to 4,530 umhos/cm and have a 
mean of 2,710 umhos/cm. The TDS concentrations range from 510 mg/1 to 
4,530 mg/1 with a mean of 2,430 mg/1.
The wells in the northeast part of Area A have the best water 
quality of the Rosebud Coal wells that are monitored. One of these 
w ells, BS-52, has the best water quality (lowest TDS) of any well 
sampled at BSM.
The water quality generally decreases toward the south and west. 
Well BS-30 has the poorest water quality of the Rosebud Coal aquifer 
wells.
McKay Coal
The McKay Coal aquifer water quality is very sim ilar to the Rosebud 
Coal aquifer. Five wells monitor this water quality . The McKay Coal 
contains Mg-SO  ̂ type water. The pH ranges from 6 . 8  to 7.8 and has a 
mean value of 7 .2 . The SC values are between 2,610 umhos/cm and 4,170 
umhos/cm with a mean value of 3,200. The TDS values are between 2,150 
mg/1 and 4,120 mg/1 with a mean value of 2,900 mg/1. As with the
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Rosebud Coal, the water quality is better in the northeast part of Area 
A and poorer to the southwest.
SubMcKay
As stated previously in this report, the term SubMcKay does not 
refer to a specific aquifer. Eleven wells are monitored in this zone at 
Area A. This zone produces Mg-SO  ̂ type water with pH values of 7.0 to 
8.0 and a mean of 7.3. The specific conductivity ranges between 2,650 
umhos/cm and 8,560 umhos/cm with a mean value of 3,950 umhos/cm. The 
TDS values are between 1,880 mg/1 and 12,300 mg/1 with a mean of 3,970 
mg/1 .
The highest SC and TDS values are fo r the wells that surround the 
truck wash ponds. These wells (TWW-1, TWW-2, TWW-3, and TWW-4) have 
shown increasing TDS and SC values as well as rising water levels.
Spoils
Water quality in the Big Sky Mine spoils is monitored in 14 wells. 
The water is a Mg-SO  ̂ type with a range of pH values of 6 . 6  to 7.8 and a 
mean value of 7 .0 . The specific conductivity for this aquifer ranges 
from 1,930 umhos/cm to 15,000 umhos/cm and has a mean value of 5,270 
umhos/cm. The TDS concentrations for th is aquifer varied between 1,470 
mg/1 and 17,800 mg/1 and has a mean value of 5,520 mg/1.
As is evident from Plate 6 , there is no clear cut trend in the 
spoils water qua lity . The wells in the upgradient portion of the 
M ille r  Coulee spoils (BS-61, BS-62, and BS-65) show the best region of
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spoils water. Farther downgradient, the water quality decreases.
In the extreme southern portion of the spoils, a sim ilar but much 
less obvious trend also occurs. The notable exception is Well BS-22. 
This well stands alone as by fa r  the poorest water quality at BSM.
Lower Fort Union
Several mine supply wells at BSM are completed in a Lower Fort 
Union Formation sandstone. One well (WA-0100) was sampled during this 
study. This aquifer contains Na-SO^, HCOg type water with a pH of 8 .0 , 
specific conductivity of 2,070 umhos/cm, and a to ta l dissolved solids 
concentration of 1,250 mg/1.
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Chapter VI 
DISCUSSION OF DATA
This chapter interprets the data that has been presented in this 
thesis. The current hydrologie system is compared to the predictions of 
previous authors. Even though many of these predictions address the 
hydrologie system in the future (a fte r  mining and recovery are 
complete), an attempt was made to substantiate or disprove each 
prediction based on the current system. Weaknesses in the predictive 
methods are pointed out. Based on the data contained here, a new 
version of the future impacts of mining at BSM Area A is presented. 
F in a lly , the goals and objectives of th is thesis are addressed to see 
how well they have been met.
Comparison of Previous Predictions With the Current Hydrologie Status
The hydrologie impacts that could result from mining at BSM, 
according to the researchers that have worked on this subject, were 
presented in Chapter I I I .  These predictions were discussed in Chapter 
I I I  and w ill only be mentioned in this section as a reminder. This 
section focuses on these predicted impacts for both surface and ground 
water, and compares them with the current situation at BSM.
Surface Water
The anticipated increase in runoff, erosion and sedimentation has 
been d if f ic u lt  to analyze because of the lack of pre-mining and 
upgradient data. Any water leaving the mine area passes through
72
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settlin g  ponds which decrease the sediment load, but also alters the 
flow pattern. While surface flow samples at the mine and the settling  
ponds have shown suspended solids concentrations as high as 17,700 mg/ 1  
(PCC, 1986a), this is a very local impact. The impact of the mine and 
spoils on the magnitude of surface flows is not known. Surface flows 
are very rare at Area A. Therefore, they are d if f ic u lt  to study.
The water level in Pond A has turned out to be very stable at an 
elevation of about 3,230 fee t. This is despite anticipations of either 
a mud puddle or a very deep pond. A lack of understanding of the 
spoils and bedrock aquifers transmissivity values may have contributed 
to poor fina l water level calculations. Other contributing factors 
were the lack of a pre-mining potentiometric surface and the area that 
provided surface inflow to the pond.
As was predicted, there is no indication at the present time of 
water quality impact to M ille r Coulee due to mining.
Water quality in Rosebud Creek is not expected to be impacted for 
36 to 60 years a fte r reclamation. An increase in TDS values of 2 
percent was expected. This calculation was based on an average spoils 
hydraulic conductivity of 10 f t /d .  A closer value for the spoils 
conductivity is probably the geometric mean presented in the Big Sky 
Mine Area B permit application (Peabody Coal Company, 1986b, pp. 7-19). 
This value is 1.05 f t /d .  Using this value for hydraulic conductivity 
and an average spoils width of 1,700 feet (Davis, 1984), the time for 
water to cross the spoils increases by 33 years. This would mean that
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the spoils water should reach Rosebud Creek in 69 to 93 years a fte r  
resaturation of the spoils. Based on a spoils hydraulic conductivity 
of 1 f t /d ,  the discharge toward Rosebud Creek would be about 0.1 cfs.
A 0.1 cfs discharge of spoils water into Rosebud Creek would produce a
0.2 percent increase in the average annual TDS. In any case, an impact 
of this minor magnitude that w ill take this long to reach its  
destination has not been detected and w ill be hard to detect. Better 
quantification of transmissivity values for the spoils and alluvium 
would improve this prediction.
Ground Water
With the removal of the shallow aquifers during the mining process, 
a cone of depression has formed around the mine. Water is fed to the 
mine p it by a ll intercepted aquifers. The distance from the disturbance 
to the extreme edge of th is impact has generally been underestimated. 
At the Big Sky Mine Area A, the radial distance out to five feet of 
drawdown is 1,330 feet and 1,360 feet from the mine p it for the 
overburden aquifer and the Rosebud Coal, respectively. Impacted water 
levels are seen between 3,000 and 9,000 feet upgradient from the mine 
and 3,000 to 5,000 feet downgradient. Perpendicular to the main flow 
direction, water levels are seen responding to mining as fa r away as
3,000 fee t. The impact in the downgradient direction is expected to be 
greater than in the upgradient direction (Van Voast, et a l . ,  1977) due 
apparently to the interception of recharge. However, since mining plans 
normally s ta rt at the coal crop (low lands or valleys) and proceed 
toward the higher h ills  (upgradient), the downgradient impact is a 
reduction in recharge to the a llu v ia l and deeper aquifers. As
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expected by some (and contrary to others) hydrographs of wells in 
Coalbank Coulee do not show any mining-related fluctuations (Peabody 
Coal Company, 1986a, pp. D-1 through D-31). More and better aquifer 
tests w ill improve our understanding of the extent of the cone of 
depression. The cone of depression is defined by the transmissivity, 
porosity, and storage coeffic ient.
Due to the re la tiv e ly  low vertica l conductivity in the local 
aquifers, wells outside the mined area that are completed in an 
undisturbed aquifer generally show minor responses to mining. This can 
be seen by comparing a downgradient Rosebud Coal well (BS-58) with a 
downgradient SubMcKay well (MSU-31). Well BS-58 is 500 feet 
downgradient of mining and well MSU-31 is about 1,000 feet downgradient 
of mining. Hydrographs for each of these wells are shown in Figures 13 
and 14. The Rosebud Coal well has shown a 10-foot drop in water level 
which has not yet reversed. The SubMcKay well responded with less than 
a one-foot drop in water level due to mining. Lowered water levels can 
be seen in nearly a ll wells near the mining disturbance. This is an 
anticipated result of the interception of the water moving through the 
disturbed units and reaching the deeper units (U.S.G.S., 1978). Well 
BS-01 has shown an eight-foot drop in water level since 1975 and 
continues to fa l l  with no sign of recovery. Spoils Well BS-40, 
upgradient of BS-01, has been resaturated since 1978. This would tend 
to indicate that the drop in water level at BS-01 is not d irectly  
mining-related, but may be a result of other a c tiv it ie s , such as pumping 
from the mine supply wells. These examples emphasize the heterogeniety 
of the hydrologie system at Big Sky Mine.
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The monitoring system at BSM Area A does not include any springs. 
For th is reason, the actual impacts of mining on springs cannot be 
addressed.
Once mining and reclamation have been completed, i t  appears that 
the flow system w ill return to a pre-mining status. This seems to be 
supported by the SubMcKay wells discussed above (MSU-31, MSU-32). 
However, the spoils material upgradient of these wells is only starting  
to resaturate and th e ir recovery may be related to something entire ly  
d iffe ren t. I t  w ill be quite a few years before this can be verified  
since mining is expected to continue in Area A until 1989 and 
resaturation requires about two years.
The anticipated downgradient increase in TDS due to the spoils 
water has only been seen in one w ell. The TDS values for SubMcKay Well 
S-16 peaked at 5,434 mg/1 in October, 1984 (Peabody Coal Company, 1986). 
The TDS has decreased s lig h tly  since that time. Mining ac tiv itie s  were 
d irectly  upgradient of that well location during the period between 
1969 to 1974. More time may be needed for this impact to show up at 
the monitored downgradient wells. The a llu v ia l wells in Coalbank 
Coulee are being monitored for th is purpose.
The horizontal hydraulic conductivity has turned out to be 
essentially the same as the pre-mining conductivity. At Big Sky Mine 
Area A and the surrounding v ic in ity , the Rosebud Coal has a range of 
hydraulic conductivity values of 0.005 to 6 8  ft/day with a geometric 
mean of 0.22 ft/day  (Peabody Coal Company, 1986b, pp. 7-19). This is
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very sim ilar to the spoils conductivity values reported in the same 
publication. The spoils values range from 0.001 to 65.3 ft/day with a 
geometric mean of 1.05 ft/day .
No mounding has been seen in the bedrock potentiometric surface 
upgradient of the spoils (P late 3 ). There also has been no general 
reversal of the gradient causing spoils water to flow toward the 
bedrock aquifers at the highwall. One exception to this did occur in 
1978. The water level in Pond A rose, due to precipitation, above the 
potentiometric surface and recharged into both the spoils and bedrock 
aquifers (Goering, 1980). The expectation of mounding behind the 
spoils was based on a lack of understanding of the transmissivity 
values.
As for the concerns about the vertica l conductivity of the spoils, 
there are no aquifer test results that deal d irec tly  with this subject. 
There are, however, results of a soils study which deal with both 
saturated and unsaturated vertica l flow in the soil zone (Dollhopf, et 
a l . ,  1976) and (Arnold and Dollhopf, 1977). According to this study, 
native range soils showed a saturated vertical hydraulic conductivity 
of 0.16 ft/day and the spoils had a value of 0.04 to 0.05 ft/day . The 
unsaturated flow rate was 1.5 times greater in the native range than in 
the spoils and the in f i ltra t io n  rate was 60 to 80 percent greater in 
the native range. These differences between native range and spoils 
were attributed to soil structure and composition, vegetation, and 
equipment handling techniques. This study did not address vertical 
movement of water in e ither the vadose zone or below the water table.
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The changes in transmissivity that might occur due to blasting has 
not been addressed by any available studies. Therefore, this potential 
impact cannot be addressed any further.
The quality of the spoils water may, as predicted, be sim ilar to 
the adjacent overburden water quality . At Area A, the only wells that 
are near enough to each other for a comparison are MSU-73 and BS-49. 
BS-49 is in a portion of the spoils that has just begun to resaturate, 
and has only been sampled once. The chemistry of these wells is 
compared in the following table.
Well BS-49 MSU-73
aquifer spoils overburden
type water Mg-SO^ Mg-SÔ
TDS (mg/1) 5,059 3,128
S.C. (umhos/cm) 4,980 3,695
S.A.R. 2.45 2.99
boron (ug/1 ) 400 313
cadmium (ug/1 ) 4.00 4.5
selenium (ug/1 ) 7.0 7.5
lead (ug/1 ) 1 0 230
copper (ug/1 ) 1 0 14
Some of the trace metals (such as boron, cadmium, and selenium) in 
the two wells are very sim ilar while others (such as lead and copper) 
are not. There are s im ila ritie s  in the water from these aquifers, but 
more wells would need to be studied to verify  a trend. While the 
overburden material makes up the majority of the spoils, the main
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contributing aquifer is the Rosebud Coal. The spoils water would be 
expected to begin as Rosebud Coal water and then with time (distance), 
become more mineralized sim ilar to (but more highly mineralized than) 
the overburden water. The overburden water is s ligh tly  higher in 
sodium and TDS but is otherwise indistinguishable from Rosebud Coal 
water at BSM. Whether or not the spoils water simulates the adjacent 
overburden water has not been answered. I t  should be noted that unlike 
the undisturbed bedrock aquifers, water in the spoils aquifer flows 
through shale as well as sand.
The spoils water chemistry continues to be about the same as what 
had already been studied. The water is a Mg, Ca-SO  ̂ type with elevated 
TDS and trace element concentrations. Additional monitoring has shown 
that the TDS values may be as high as 17,000 mg/1 and have a spoils 
aquifer mean value of s ligh tly  less than 5,000 mg/1 (Peabody Coal 
Company, 1986a, p. 28). The spoils water quality varies considerably 
between d ifferen t areas. The s t i f f  diagrams shown in Plate 6  gives an 
indication of this spatial v a r ia b ility .
The spoils water velocity had been calculated at 1.2 ft/day based 
on an average hydraulic conductivity of 10 ft/day . The current 
geometric mean, published by Peabody Coal Company (1986b), is 1.05 
ft/day and is probably more representative of the general nature of the 
spoils m aterial. Based on the spoils hydraulic conductivity value of 
1.05 ft/d a y , the velocity of the spoils water is 0.13 ft/day.
At the present time at BSM, no general trend exists that would
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indicate that a certain number of pore volumes of water passing through 
the spoils w ill re late d irectly  to decreasing TDS, Well S-15 has begun 
to show an improvement in water q ua lity , while nearby (and upgradient) 
Well BS-27 has shown no significant change. The number of pore volumes 
that had reached these wells was calculated. The calculation was based 
on a spoils material hydraulic conductivity value of 1  ft/day and an 
effective porosity of 8  percent. The distance between the wells and
the nearest upgradient spoils-bedrock contact is 1,900 feet for S-15 
and 800 feet fo r BS-27. Well S-15 had been resaturated for 3.25 years 
prior to showing an improvement. Based on these times and distances, 
the results are shown in the following table. This table also shows 
the date and TDS values of the worst and most recent samples.
Well S-15 BS-27
Maximum TDS mg/1 7,514 3,469
(Date) ' (12-82) (3-84)
Most Recent Sample mg/1 6,490 3,252
(Date) (5-85) (5-85)
Number of Pore Volumes 0.08 0.4
Between
(Date:Date) (1-80:3-83) (1-78:5-85)
While Well S-15 is the exception rather than the ru le, i t  does 
show the v a r ia b ility  of the mine spoils and the d iff ic u lty  in making 
quantitative predictions.
The calculation that 180 to 440 years would be required before the 
spoils water quality would begin to improve cannot, at this time, be 
substantiated. While some improvements have been seen (S-15) i t  is not 
known i f  these are long or short-term improvements. The time 
calculation was based on the need for 44 to 110 pore volumes to pass
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through the spoils before the TDS concentration w ill begin to drop. I f  
a hydraulic conductivity value of 1  ft/day  is used in place of the 
value of 10 ft/d ay  used by Davis (1984), the time required for water 
quality  to improve becomes 1,800 to 4,400 years. In either case, there 
is insu ffic ien t data to support or not support the time frame involved. 
However, Davis expected the maximum mean TDS concentration for the 
spoils water to be about 3,700 mg/1. I t  was about 5,300 mg/1 during 
1985.
The spoils water is acceptable fo r livestock watering in most 
cases. The recommended maximum TDS concentration for ca ttle  is 10,100 
mg/1. While th is was not predicted to be the case, the unsuitability  
of the spoils water for domestic purposes was correctly anticipated. 
The maximum recommended TDS lim it fo r drinking water is 500 mg/1 which 
is not met by any monitor well (spoils or otherwise) at BSM.
The most d if f ic u lt  prediction to discuss is whether or not the 
monitoring system w ill detect and identify  the effects of mining. 
Since there is no data gathered about events that are not monitored, 
we can at best hope (and assume) that the system is fu lf i l l in g  its  
design goals.
Weaknesses in Predicting Methods
Predictions are typ ica lly  very general or broad statements. 
Examples of th is type of statement are: Mining and reclamation w ill
create increased runoff and higher erosion and sedimentation rates 
(U .S.G .S., 1978, 1979, and Slagle (1983); the cone of depression around
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the mine p it w ill extend a few hundred to a few thousand feet 
(U .S .G .S ., 1974); 180 to 440 years w ill be required before spoils water 
quality w ill begin to improve (Davis, 1984). These statements are the 
results of applying sp atia lly  small studies to large areas with the 
recognition that the area is not, in ac tua lity , homogeneous.
There is a certain amount of mistaken assumptions based on 
erroneous data in any group of studies.
Erroneous data can be subdivided into three sections: lack of
data, lack of confidence in the data, and actual incorrect data. Lack 
of data is probably the largest problem. Since the hydrologie system 
varies considerably with space and time, this problem cannot be 
completely overcome. But, i f  the data collection efforts are as 
e ffic ie n t and well planned as possible, this problem can be decreased. 
The purpose of the studies must be c learly  stated and the methodology 
derived from the purpose, not vice versa. Mining began in Area A at Big 
Sky Mine prior to the requirement of hydrologie monitoring and impact 
assessment. For th is reason, there was no baseline study conducted. 
As studies commenced in Area A, they were individual effo rts . This 
lead to good understandings of specific aspects of certain areas, but 
i t  also le f t  gaps in understanding the overall system. As i t  was 
realized that the system was more heterogeneous than anticipated, the 
gaps grew larger.
Continued monitoring is helping to f i l l  these gaps. The few 
aquifer tests that are performed each year add up to an improved
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description of the physical characteristics of the aquifers. Studies 
in Area B at BSM are providing some additional baseline data.
The lack of confidence in the data is basically a reflection of 
f ie ld  techniques. Some aquifer tests are based on the specific 
capacity of the wells or on very short pumping periods. The 
completions of some wells are uncertain, and some wells are perforated 
in several aquifers.
Erroneous data, when recognized, is fa ir ly  easy to deal with. I t  
can be eliminated altogether, or i t  can be corrected. I f  i t  is 
eliminated, i t  then becomes a part of the "lack of data" category. I f  
i t  is corrected, i t  increases the lack of confidence category. Several 
wells in the southwest portion of the study area had been incorrectly 
surveyed. These erroneous elevations created odd potentiometric 
surfaces in the Rosebud Coal aquifer. When these mistakes were caught 
and corrected as part of this study, i t  threw a question of confidence 
into the other wells in Area A. I f  erroneous data are not recognized, 
the mistakes are m ultiplied as the data are incorporated into other 
studies.
Time is probably the most lim iting  factor in the study of mining 
impacts. Since the durations of impacts are measured in decades and 
centuries, the complete recovery of a hydrologie system has not been 
studied, and w ill not be studied in the near future. Current 
government regulations require baseline studies and data collection  
throughout the mining and reclamation process. This w ill provide the
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general background data and individual studies can f i l l  in the gaps.
The method of collecting ground water samples can have a 
considerable impact on the results of the lab analysis. Typically, at 
BSM, three casing volumes of water have been removed from a well using 
either a submersible pump or a b a ile r. This was then considered 
adequate flushing of the well and a sample is collected. When this is 
not practica l, the well is e ither dewatered once and sampled, or i t  is 
evacuated (pumped or bailed) until the pH and specific conductance are 
stable. These are widely accepted methods, but they may not be 
providing consistent sample quality . The current sampling technique 
employed by Peabody personnel is to evacuate one bore hole volume of 
water. The pH and conductivity are then measured as additional water 
is removed. When these values are stable within 50 umhos/cm and 0.05 
pH units, a sample is collected. As the need for specific f ie ld  
techniques is addressed and methodologies are standardized, a ll future 
studies w ill be more relevant to one another.
Current Predicted Impacts from Mining at BSM Area A
This section discusses the hydrologie changes that are anticipated 
as a result of this study.
There are few anticipated changes in the surface water system in 
Area A. Pond A appears to be stable at 3,230 feet and should not 
change except for severe weather conditions. Extended drought 
conditions may lower the water level somewhat and exceptionally heavy 
rains might raise the level s lig h tly . However, these impacts w ill be
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temporary and the pond w ill return to its  present equilibrium
situation . Since the water is coming from precipitation and
undisturbed bedrock aquifers, there should be very l i t t l e  change with 
time in the water quality compared to the current description. The IDS 
concentration should continue to be around 1,750 mg/1.
The water level in Pond I is fa ir ly  stable, although i t  is more
responsive to the weather conditions than is Pond A. The water levels 
in Wells BS-50 and BS-51 indicate that the spoils upgradient of Pond I 
are resaturated. As the spoils water quality continues to improve, the 
water quality in Pond I w ill also improve. However, since i t  also
receives surface flows, the water in Pond I w ill be of higher quality  
than the water in the spoils. Weather patterns w ill determine the
magnitude of th is difference. Based on the current water year, the TDS 
concentration in this pond is 25 percent less than in BS-50, the
nearest upgradient spoils well.
The water level in Pond L may rise as the spoils in the v ic in ity
of Well BS-49 resaturates. These spoils have only recently begun to
resaturate and not enough data exist yet to determine I f  a trend exists 
between them and the water quality in Pond L. This pond would be 
expected to respond to the spoils water sim ilar to the way Pond I has
responded. I f  th is is true, TDS values between 3,500 and 4,000 mg/1
could be expected in Pond L. These values w ill decrease as the spoils 
water quality improves.
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The other ponds at Big Sky Mine Area A only hold water in direct 
response to precipitation. No change is expected in this trend. The 
surface water flows in Area A w ill continue much as they are now until 
reclamation and the establishment of vegetation is complete. At that 
time, the flow magnitude and TDS values should begin to decrease. 
These values should eventually resemble pre-mining values that are 
currently found in Big Sky Mine Area B.
The ponds in Area A that have been developed as a part of mining 
reclamation are dependable sources of good quality water for w ild life  
and livestock. The Area A ponds that were sampled were b u ilt in or 
adjacent to spoils. The TDS values in these samples ranged from 1,700 
mg/1 to 4,590mg/l and had an average value of 2,200 mg/1. This is well 
within the 10,100 mg/1 lim it  set for livestock water use (Hem, 1985).
Pond A is the most stable source of quality surface water in Area 
A. This pond provides w ild life  and livestock water as well as 
supporting a healthy population of fish .
Pond A is a fina l cut impoundment and shows how this use of a mine 
p it can benefic ially  enhance the local water resources.
Due to the s im ila rity  in the water carrying capacity of the 
undisturbed bedrock aquifers and the spoils, the postmining 
potentiometric surface at BSM is expected to resemble the pre-mining 
surface. The hydraulic conductivity of the spoils and of the main 
contributing aquifer, the Rosebud Coal, are very sim ilar. Mean
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conductivity values for the spoils range between .028 f t /d  and 1.05 
f t /d  (Davis, 1984, Peabody, 1986b). Based on an average saturated 
thickness of the spoils of 33 fe e t, this would give a transmissivity 
range of 0.9 ft^ /d  to 35 ft^ /d . Mean transmissivity values of the 
Rosebud Coal are generally around 7 ft^ /d  (Davis, 1984, Peabody, 
1986b).
About two years is required, once the fina l p it  is backfilled, 
until the potentiometric surface s tab ilizes . This is based on a 
comparison of mining dates with spoils wells that show steady water 
levels. This time frame also shows up in the hydrographs of some wells 
(BS-31, BS-30, BS-20, BS-21, BS-22, and BS-40).
The postmining water quality can be compared to the Rosebud Coal 
water quality because i t  is the main contributing aquifer in the area. 
During the 1985 water year, the average TDS values for the Rosebud Coal 
and spoils aquifers were 2,433 mg/1 and 5,320 mg/1, respectively. This 
value for the spoils includes Well BS-22 which, based on planned future 
work, may be shown to be an anomally . In that event, this discussion 
becomes a worst case scenario. The difference between the coal and 
spoils TDS values represent an increase by a factor of 2.2. Increasing 
concentrations can also be expected in boron (by a factor of 2 .5 ), iron 
(by a factor of 3 ), sulfate (by a factor of 2 .5 ), and SAR (by a factor 
of 2 ). Some increases w ill also be seen in manganese, magnesium, 
potassium, sodium, and chloride.
The duration of these increases is uncertain, but w ill probably be
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long term. While a few isolated spoils wells have shown recent 
declines in TDS, s ta tis tic a l procedures cannot be applied until a 
significant number of wells show long term, steady improvement.
The u sab ility  (as defined by TDS levels) of the ground water at 
BSM has not been altered by mining a c tiv itie s  except in isolated wells 
( i . e . ,  BS-22). Neither the pre-mining nor the spoils waters meet the 
requirements for human drinking water. This is primarily due to the 
high TDS concentrations. Both waters meet the requirements for 
livestock watering (except BS-22). For livestock use, water must have 
a TDS concentration of less than 10,100 mg/1 (Hem, 1985). Due to
s a lin ity  hazards, the water at BSM is not suitable for flood or
sprinkler irrig a tio n  use.
Hem (1985) discusses concerns about concentrations of boron in
ground water. The drinking water standards do not l is t  a maximum
recommended level of boron. Concern over boron centers on plant
growth. Small amounts of boron are essential for healthy plant growth, 
although excessive amounts can be toxic to certain plants. In the
Col s trip  area, wheat and a lfa lfa  are the two main agricultural crops. 
A lfa lfa  is lis ted  as "tolerant" and wheat as "semi-tolerant" to boron 
in the water. This lis tin g  means that boron concentrations of 670 ug/1 
and 1 , 0 0 0  . ug/ 1  and less are excellent for the production of wheat and 
a lfa lfa ,  respectively. Likewise, concentrations of 1,333 ug/1 and
2 , 0 0 0  ug/ 1  are good for wheat and a lfa lfa  production, respectively. 
All of the water at Big Sky Mine fa lls  within these categories. The 
mean boron concentrations for the aquifers at BSM have a range of
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values from 275 ug/1 to 1,329 ug/1, and a geometric mean of 534 ug/1.
When Area A has been reclaimed, the discharge of water from the 
spoils should be about 5,900 ft^ /d  (30 gpm). This value is based on an 
average hydraulic conductivity of 1.05 f t /d ,  a gradient of 0.01, an 
average saturated thickness of 33 feet (average of a ll spoils wells at 
BSM), and a width of 3.2 miles. Using the porosity reported by Davis 
(1984) of 0.08, the average spoils water velocity would be 0.13 f t /d .
This water w ill discharge through évapotranspiration and outflow 
to adjacent downgradient aquifers to the southeast. Most of the 
évapotranspiration w ill occur near the extreme downgradient edge of the 
spoils. This line  is essentially the same as the coal cropline.
Outflow to the adjacent aquifers w ill be through the SubMcKay and 
a lluv ia l aquifers. Eventually, th is water w ill travel the three to 
five  miles from the mined area to Rosebud Creek and be discharged as 
base flow to the creek. This should be very nearly the same quantity 
of water that was discharged to Rosebud Creek from this area prior to 
mining. However, i t  w ill carry an increased TDS load.
Once the water is discharged from the spoils, i t  w ill require 
about 36 year to 60 years to reach Rosebud Creek. Most of this flow 
w ill occur in the a llu v ia l system. This calculation is based on a mean 
conductivity value fo r the Area B alluvium of 12 f t /d  (Peabody, 1986b) 
and an estimated porosity for a water table aquifer of 0 . 1 .
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Assuming a worst case scenario, this water w ill carry a TDS load 
of about 5,320 mg/1, or an increase of about 3,000 mg/1 over pre-mining 
conditions. Based on a discharge of 30 gpm, this represents about 
5,200 tons per year of dissolved solids being added to Rosebud Creek 
from the mined area. This is an increase over pre-mining discharges of 
about 3,000 tons per year.
Rosebud Creek normally carries about 50,500 tons per year of 
dissolved solids. This is based on an annual average flow of 59 cfs 
and an average TDS of 870 mg/1 (U .S .6 . S ., 1981). This means that a 6  
percent increase in TDS could be seen in Rosebud Creek between the 
years 2024 and 2048. This impact w ill be hard to detect and i t  w ill 
not s ign ificantly  a lte r the usab ility  of the water in Rosebud Creek. 
Once the water quality in the spoils at BSM returns to a pre-mining 
leve l, the impact to Rosebud Creek w ill continue for an additional 36 
to 60 years.
Meeting the Goals and Objectives of This Thesis
The goals of this thesis were: 1) to review the mining-related
hydrology studies; 2) prepare for the postmining studies at BSM Area A;
3) identify  the mining-related impacts that have occurred at BSM; and
4) improve our a b ility  to project mining-related impacts to the 
hydrologie system.
To meet these goals, four specific objectives were set forth. 
These objectives have been met in the following ways.
1. A review of a ll past and ongoing hydrologie research at BSM has
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been compiled and reviewed in this thesis. I t  has been presented in 
such a way that, hopefully, i t  w ill be easy to reference in the future. 
This w ill help eliminate unneeded duplications of e ffo rt and w ill also 
help guide postmining research.
2. Predicted mining-related impacts have been stated and compared to 
the current hydrologie system. Differences between the expected and 
actual hydrologie status have been pointed out. Where possible, the 
reasons for these discrepancies have been discussed.
3. I t  was hoped that a two-dimensional fin ite -d iffe ren ce  flow model of 
the Rosebud Coal aquifer at BSM would be generated as part of this 
research. Work was begun using the model described by Tescott and 
others (1976). Unfortunately, due to time constraints, the computer 
model w ill not be completed as part of this project.
4. Based on this research, a new l is t  of projected mining-related 
hydrologie impacts has been presented. These predictions were based on 
a review of identified  mining-related impacts and represent a 
refinement of previous predictions. By continuing to refine the 
predictions and compare them with changes in the system, our a b ility  to 
anticipate mining-related impacts is improved. Our predictive 
capabilities w ill never be perfect and only through very long term 
monitoring and re-evaluations w ill the a b ility  to foresee 
mining-related impacts to hydrologie systems be improved.
This thesis has e ffec tive ly  met the goals that have been set forth  
in Chapter I .
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Chapter VII 
SUMMARY
During the past 20 years, demand for low sulfur western coal has 
generally increased. To produce low sulfur coal, Peabody Coal Company 
opened the Big Sky Mine near Col s tr ip , Montana in 1969. BSM is located 
in the semiarid Northern Powder River Basin. Mining may be completed 
at BSM Area A in 1989.
The surface water system consists of two coulees that are a part 
of the M ille r Coulee drainage basin. There are also numerous ponds in 
Area A.
The ground water system consists of six aquifers: the alluvium,
the Rosebud Overburden, the Rosebud Coal, the McKay Coal, the SubMcKay 
unit, and the spoils. These are local aquifers which show some 
topographic control, indicating local recharge.
There have been many hydrologie studies at BSM since 1970. 
Mining-related impacts have been predicted to include increased erosion 
and sedimentation rates, increased surface water runoff, and higher 
total dissolved solids (TDS) values fo r both surface and ground water.
Surface water at BSM is a Mg-SO  ̂ type. Surface flows are rare and 
carry to ta l suspended solids (TSS) concentrations that have been 
measured between 11,900 mg/1 and 17,100 mg/1. Water samples from ponds
94
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in Area A have shown total dissolved solids (TSS) levels between 1,700 
mg/1 and 4,590 mg/1.
The aquifers at BSM are confined except for the spoils, the 
alluvium, and small areas of the aquifers above the McKay Coal. The 
ground water at BSM is typ ica lly  a Mg-SO  ̂ type. The TDS values in the 
ground water samples are between 510 mg/1 and 17,800 mg/1. The aquifer 
wide mean TDS values range from 2,430 mg/1 to 5,320 mg/1. Listed in 
order of increasing TDS values, the aquifers are: Rosebud Coal,
alluvium, McKay Coal, Rosebud Overburden, SubMcKay Unit, and Spoils.
The current hydrologie status was compared with the predicted 
hydrologie status. While the projections of mining-related impacts
have generally been good, several recurring weaknesses have been 
identified . These weaknesses center around four points: 1) a lack of
surface flows to study, 2 ) a general lack of knowledge of the
hydrologie system, based on a lack of studies or coordination between 
studies; 3) poor defin ition  of the transmissivity and porosity values 
for the aquifers; and 4) the extreme heterogeniety of the systems
involved.
Based on th is study, new projections of mining-related impacts to 
the hydrologie system have been made. The water level in Pond A is 
stable at 3,230 feet above mean sea level (amsl). Surface water in 
Area A should contain a TDS load ranging from 1,750 mg/1 to 4,000 mg/1. 
For Ponds I and L, which are adjacent to and downgradient of the
spoils, the TDS levels should be about 25 percent less than the TDS in
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the adjacent spoils aquifer. The TDS level in Pond A is stable at 
about 1,750 mg/1.
The postmining potentiometric surfaces should closely resemble the 
pre-mining surfaces due to a s im ila rity  in the bedrock and spoils 
aquifers transmissivity values. About two years are required for the 
spoils to resaturate.
The spoils water can be compared to the Rosebud Coal water since 
i t  is the main contributing aquifer. Increased concentrations of TDS 
and several ions w ill be detected in spoils water when compared to 
pre-mining water. The amount of these increases w ill be: for TDS a 
factor of about 2.2; boron, a factor of about 2.5; iron, a factor of 
about 3; and SAR, a factor of about 2. Increases w ill also be detected 
in manganese, magnesium, potassium, sodium, and chloride. These 
changes w ill eventually make th e ir way to downgradient aquifers. 
Impacts should reach Well MSU-26 in about five  years (based on 
currently resaturating spoils and a ground water velocity of 1 . 2  feet 
per day.
The usability  of the water (as defined by TDS levels) near BSM 
w ill not be s ign ificantly  altered by mining a c tiv it ie s . The pre-mining 
water is not suited for human consumption or irrig a tion  use. The 
postmining water w ill also not be suited for these uses. Both the 
pre-mining and postmining water meet the requirements for livestock 
watering.
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Ground water discharging from the spoils aquifer w ill carry an 
increased TDS load that may be as high as 3,000 mg/1 above the 
undisturbed aquifer concentrations. With a to ta l discharge of about 
5,900 f t  3/d to the aquifers to the southeast, th is water w ill become 
part of the base flow to Rosebud Creek. This water may add as much as
3,000 tons per year of TDS to Rosebud Creek. This w ill represent an 
increase of about 6  percent and w ill reach Rosebud Creek in about 36 to 
60 years.
There are several areas for additional research at Big Sky Mine. 
As mining nears its  end in the M ille r Coulee basin, long-term 
postmining monitoring must continue with a well thought out purpose. 
This research should ultim ately define the degree and rate at which the 
hydrologie system recovers from mining impacts. Particular aspects of 
the hydrogeologic system that need to be quantified are: area and rate
of ground water recharge, degree of aquifer interconnectedness, and
hydraulic conductivities of the affected aquifers. The directional 
conductivity vaTues specifica lly  need attention. Good computer models 
of both Areas A and 8  need to be designed.
The success of Pond A also needs to be looked at more closely.
Does the success of a fina l cut impoundment require a specific range of
transmissivity values for both the contributing and the receiving 
aquifers? Can this be applied to proposed fina l cut impoundments in 
Area B.
There are several other areas of concern that are not
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s ite -sp ec ific  to BSM. These include: what type of aquifer test is
appropriate, and to what level of accuracy for fractured flow (rather 
than radial flow ), such as in a coal aquifer? How can the hydrologist 
iden tify  whether or not he is measuring the chemical and physical 
characteristics of the aquifer or of the well and the d r illin g  methods? 
And, what are the chemical impacts of using d rillin g  flu id  additives 
(such as bentonite) during monitor well construction?
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APPENDIX 1
This appendix consists of a b rie f review of the surface and ground 
water research that has taken place at Big Sky Mine. For ease of 
reading, these reports are broken into a surface water section and a 
ground water section. Within each section the reports are listed in 
chronological order according to th e ir date of publication. Some 
reports deal with both surface and ground water, and so w ill be listed  
in both sections. Table 1, in the main body of this thesis, is a 
compilation of these publications, including the Peabody Coal Company 
hydrology reports.
Surface Water
The f i r s t  surface water research began in March, 1970 (Hodder, 
1970). Monitoring of stream flow and mine drainage was in itia ted  at 
that time.
The U.S.G.S. (1973) published a report that b rie fly  mentions 
Rosebud Creek and its  use for livestock and irrig a tio n  water. With very 
l i t t l e  data available. Environmental Consulting Service (E.C.S.) (1974), 
concluded that there was insu ffic ien t available water to support Pond A. 
This study also anticipated no significant impact to the M ille r Coulee 
water quality due to mining a c tiv it ie s .
The f i r s t  detailed analysis was published by Aldorf (1975). He 
estimated the following peak flows using the "rational method" for 
M ille r Coulee (p. 2 -3 ).
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Probable Storm Precipitation Peak Flow
Recurrence Rate (inches per hour) cfs
100 year, 1 hour 1.5 470 - 1,850
2  year, 1  hour 0 . 6  231 - 925
100 year, 24 hour 0.17 65 - 260
2 year, 24 hour 0.06 23 - 92
This report also includes a discussion of the proposed Pond A.
Aldorf estimates 12 to 14 acre-feet per year of evaporation from the
free water surface at the pond. However, since i t  was proposed to
divert M ille r  Coulee to f i l l  the pond, adding 250 to 350 acre-feet per
year to Pond A, evaporation should not be a serious threat to the pond's
success.
Dollhopf, et a l .  (1977) published an update on Pond A a fter a
mining maneuver eliminated the main M ille r Coulee discharge to the pond. 
O rig inally , about 2,500 acres were being drained into the pond. At the 
time of this report, that area was reduced to 200 acres. Mine p it 
water was also being pumped into the reservoir. Other studies that
dealt with runoff and surface waters at Big Sky Mine were introduced in 
this report. Surface waters are categorized as Ca-SO  ̂ type water with 
a SAR that is usually less than one and specific conductivity between 
230 and 2,100 umhos/cm. The surface water is generally less
mineralized than the ground water. Van Voast, e t .a l.  (1977) very
b rie fly  discussed the surface water system. He anticipated that mining 
would create increased erosion and sedimentation rates in the reclaimed 
areas.
The U.S.G.S. (1978, 1979) estimated the annual runoff for the area 
in and above the Big Sky Mine lease. For M ille r Coulee, the runoff was
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estimated at 45.3 acre-feet per year from 2,090 acres. For Coalbank 
Coulee, the runoff was estimated at 39.7 acre-feet per year from 1,830 
acres. The sediment y ie ld  from these areas was estimated to reach as 
high as 10,000 ppm, depending on the type of precipitation event. The 
predicted mining-related impacts were an increase in erosion and 
sedimentation rates in and adjacent to the mined areas.
Dollhopf, et a l. (1979) described Coalbank Coulee in more d e ta il. 
Coalbank Coulee has a gradient that ranges from 6  percent in the upper 
reaches to 1.3 percent in the lower reaches and averages 2.7 percent. 
The specific conductivity of water in runoff events had been between 
100 and 400 umhos/cm and the TDS had been between 22.4 and 381 mg/1. 
The water had been Ca, Mg, Na-SO^, HCOg water types and is low in trace 
elements.
Goering and Dollhopf (1980) found that during the spring. Pond A 
was recharging the adjacent (and normally upgradient) coal aquifer. The 
reservoir water level was expected to s tab ilize  at an elevation of 3,238 
feet.
Dollhopf, e t .a l .  (1981) estimated that eventually 51.5 percent of 
the drainage to Coalbank Coulee w ill be disturbed or interrupted by 
mining a c tiv ity .
Goering and Dollhopf (1982) published the fina l study of Pond A. 
The pond began f i l l in g  as soon as i t  was constructed and the water level 
stabilized by 1981. The water level in the reservoir is in equilibrium
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with the Rosebud Coal potentiometric surface. The water quality in Pond 
A is very good. The reservoir is considered to be a success.
Four reasons were given for these results.
1. The presence of a substantial inflow aquifer and a limited
outflow aquifer.
2. The adjacent spoils material allowed a slow through-flow of 
water.
3. The c linker, downgradient of the spoils, returned the spoils 
water to the natural system.
4. Both the surface and ground water inflow systems provided 
good quality water.
Peabody Coal Company (1982a) published its  f i r s t  hydrology report. 
This report contained a l is t  of previous research. This report also 
introduced the beginning of the erosion and sediment study. The study 
began with the establishment of sites above and below mining during 
October, 1979. Each s ite  consisted of a crest gauge, single stage
sediment sampler, and a scour chain.
Peabody Coal Company (1985a) discussed the increase in pH in Pond
A. The east slope of the reservoir was regraded which made the pond
shallower. This increased the effective depth of lig h t penetration and 
caused more algal a c tiv ity .
There are l i t e r a l ly  reams of data included in these various 
studies. Much of the older data and a ll of the current data are
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included in the Big Sky Mine annual hydrology reports, which are public.
I t  should be noted that the Montana Agricultural Experiment Station 
studies (Dollhopf and others) that deal with the area around Pond A 
contain a fa ir ly  universal 1 0  foot error in elevations.
Ground Water
The f i r s t  study of the ground water at BSM began in May, 1970. At 
this time, water levels were being checked in a few wells upgradient and 
downgradient of mining (Hodder, 1970).
In the Application for Mining Permit 00004, dated December 18, 1973 
(Peabody Coal Company, 1973), the current lack of data was described. 
Based on available research, i t  was reported that water levels would 
only be affected out to a distance of 100 feet from the mine p it . Any 
impact on these aquifers was not considered to be a serious problem 
since the shallow aquifers were not thought to be a primary local water 
source.
Ecological Consulting Service (1973) also discussed the lack of 
data. While presenting the need fo r more research, they assumed the 
shallow aquifers had low transmissivity values and any mining-related 
impact would be very local.
Five sets of aquifers were described in the Draft and Final 
Environmental Statements for Big Sky Mine (U.S.G.S., 1973, 1974). These 
aquifers are the c linker, alluvium, sands and coals in the Tongue River
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Member, the Lebo Shale Member and sands in the Tullock Member and Hell 
Creek Formation. The water quality generally decreases with depth below 
land surface with the exception of the Tullock Member - Hell Creek 
Formation aquifer which has good water quality. This report
predicted an interruption of recharge to the alluvium due to mining.
After reclamation, spoils water is expected to carry leachates into the 
bedrock aquifers at the highwall - spoils contact. Water levels
adjacent to the p it  w ill be lowered, and blasting may a lte r  the 
skeletal material which could lower the storage coefficient and 
transmissivity values of nearby aquifers.
Ecological Consulting Service (1974) presented the f ir s t
potentiometric map of Big Sky Mine. This map showed some topographic 
control of the potentiometric surface which indicated local recharge. 
This recharge comes from ra in fa ll and snowmelt and is thought to be as 
much as 3.5 inches per year according to this report.
Dollhopf and Meyn (1975) estimated the ground water flow through 
lower Coalbank Coulee at 20,000 gallons per day. Based on this flow, a 
value for the flux in this portion of the watershed was calculated to be 
0.72 ft3 /ft2 -d a y .
In a study of soil water and solute movement (Dollhopf, et a l . ,  
1976), unsaturated flow rates were presented for both spoils and native 
range so ils . The flow rates for the native soils were shown to be about 
1.5 times greater than for the spoils material. This is apparently due 
to compaction and higher clay and s i l t  content of the spoils. The
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dominant clays in the spoils were found to be i l l i t e ,  kao lin ite , and 
minor amounts of ch lorite .
McWhorter, and others (1977) investigated runoff, subsurface 
drainage and soil moisture in controlled spoils plots. However, due to 
suspected cracks and piping within the spoils, the results were not 
considered valid .
In a follow-up report on unsaturated flow in native range soil and 
spoils, the difference in flow was related to soil structure, 
vegetation, and topsoiling techniques (Arnold and Dollhopf, 1977).
A subirrigated a lfa lfa  f ie ld , downgradient of mining in Coalbank 
Coulee was reported on by Dollhopf, and others (1977). The aquifers 
that were investigated were the alluvium. Rosebud Coal, interburden 
sandstone, and McKay Coal. I t  was found that 57 percent of the soil 
water recharge comes from ground water while 43 percent comes from 
precipitation. Using several 30-minute aquifer tests, transmissivity 
values for the alluvium were calculated as ranging from 6.5 to 764 
ftz /day. Specific conductivity for a ll the aquifers ranged from 280 to 
3,400 umhos/cm. The aquifers are Ca, Mg-SO ,̂ HCOg type water and the 
Sodium Absorption Ratios (SAR) are below 3.0. Six wells that are 
located d irec tly  downgradient of the spoils in M ille r Coulee are 
discussed. This is the only reference to these wells in any report. 
The current status of these wells is unknown.
In a comprehensive report, Van Voast and others (1977) reviewed the
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geology and hydrology of the entire Colstrip coal f ie ld . The average 
hydraulic conductivity of the Rosebud Coal aquifer is 0.5 ft/day . The 
conductivity of the spoils and McKay Coal aquifers is thought to be the 
same as the Rosebud Coal. The storage coeffic ient of the coal aquifers 
is estimated to be about 1x10 The storage coefficient of the spoils 
should be about the same i f  i t  is confined. The flow paths in the 
Rosebud Coal are controlled by the structural gradient, spatial 
variations in transmissivity and outcrop geometry. Recharge is 
received from the uplands to the west of mining and discharge is to the 
alluvium. The median specific conductivity for a ll aquifers is 2,100 
umhos/cm. The water quality within the Rosebud Coal varies 
sign ificantly  from place to place. Young spoils water is sim ilar to 
the adjacent undisturbed bedrock aquifers. As the spoils water ages, 
i t  becomes more mineralized. Due to the heterogeniety of the local 
aquifers, the impacts of mining are hard to quantify. Impacts due to 
mining may extend as fa r as two miles from the p it .
Dollhopf and others (1979) presented an update on the study of the 
subirrigated a lfa lfa  fie lds in Coalbank Coulee. Mining is expected to 
have a very minor impact on these fie lds because the aquifer that is 
recharging the soil moisture is s tra ti graphically below the McKay Coal.
The generalized hydrology of Big Sky Mine is discussed in the Draft 
and Final Environmental Statements for a mine expansion (U.S.G.S. 1978, 
1979), The recharge to the local aquifers comes from leakage from 
overlying aquifers and from in f iltra t io n  and precipitation. Discharge 
from the aquifers is to phreatophytes and deeper aquifers. The
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anticipated impacts of mining are the physical destruction of the 
aquifers above (and including) the McKay Coal. A fter reclamation, the 
ground water w ill have elevated TDS levels and may not be suitable for 
livestock watering or domestic use.
Dollhopf and others (1981) reported that the hydraulic conductivity 
of the spoils ranged from 0.003 to 65 ft/day . I t  was fe l t  that the 
higher values reflected a secondary permeability due to piping in the 
spoils. The actual conductivity of the spoils was thought to be very 
low. Ground water flows in Coalbank Coulee were presented in this 
report. Along the croplines, the flow from the Rosebud and McKay Coal 
seams were calculated to be 880 to 5,900 ft^/day and 450 ft^/day, 
respectively. Ground water flow in the alluvium parallels the coulee 
channel and about 5,330 ft^/day flows out of the area in the alluvial 
aquifer. Due to mining and the implacement of low conductivity spoils, 
mounding of the Rosebud and McKay Coal seam water is expected to occur 
upgradient of the mine and w ill increase the vertical in filtra tio n  to 
the SubMcKay aquifers.
The fina l report on the subirrigated cropland in Coalbank Coulee 
discussed the problems associated with the study. These problems 
included a general lack of information about the aquifers, the 
v a ria b ility  of aquifer characteristics and the possibility that some of 
the observation wells were not properly completed (Dollhopf, 1982).
The f i r s t  annual hydrology report was published by Peabody Coal 
Company (1982a) and marked a major change in the presentation of
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hydrologie data at Big Sky Mine. Prior to this report, various authors 
had published th e ir own research results. This annual hydrology report 
marked the beginning of Peabody's self-monitoring program at the Big Sky 
Mine. The hydrologie description includes potentiometric maps for 
a ll the aquifers. The potentiometric surfaces indicate decreasing 
topographic influence with increasing depth. According to the ir degree 
of m ineralization, the aquifers are lis ted  in ascending order: 
Overburden, alluvium. Rosebud Coal, SubMcKay sandstone, McKay Coal and 
the spoils. The alluvium and the two coal aquifers are Mg-SÔ  type 
water. The overburden is Mg-SO ,̂ HCOg type water, and the SubMcKay 
sandstone is Mg, Na-SO  ̂ type water. This report presents a ll available 
data up to the time of publication.
An aquifer test was conducted on the spoils in M ille r Coulee by 
Western Water Consultants (1983). Well SPW-2 was pumped and six 
observation wells were monitored for drawdown. The results of the test 
indicate a spoils transmissivity of 414 ft^/day and a hydraulic 
conductivity of 9.4 ft/day . The storage coefficient was determined to 
be between 0.01 and 0.18 which indicates an unconfined aquifer. The 
sustained yie ld  for this well is calculated to be 55 g pm, producing 40 
feet of drawdown in 1 0  years.
Davis (1984) documented the current status of the ground water 
system at Big Sky Mine. He reports average TDS values for the coal and 
spoils aquifers as 2,700 and 3,700 mg/1, respectively. The spoils is 
nearly at its  maximum possible TDS and w ill not increase unless the 
temperature of the source water increases. The velocity of the spoils
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water is 1 . 2  ft/day and the effective porosity {based on an 
injection-withdrawal tracer test) is 8  percent. According to these 
values, the spoils water w ill reach Rosebud Creek in 36 to 60 years and 
w ill discharge at a rate of 86,000 ft^/day. This w ill create a 2 
percent increase in the TDS values of Rosebud Creek. Most recharge to 
the ground water system occurs in areas of clinker outcrops and 
probably amounts to less than one inch per year. After reclamation is 
completed, the spoils w ill require 44 to 110 pore volumes of water to 
pass through before the water quality begins to improve. This volume 
of water w ill require 180 to 440 years to flow through the system.
Between 1982 and 1986, Peabody Coal Company has continued to 
publish annual and semi-annual hydrology reports. These reports 
contain the water quality and water chemistry data for Big Sky Mine 
during this period of time.
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